Dear Fellow Floridians,
Happy holidays! Once again, as the holiday season approaches, the Office of Attorney
General is happy to offer this 2016 Holiday Consumer Protection Guide, a compilation
of product safety information and consumer tips put together to help you enjoy a safer
and more satisfying shopping experience.
This year, the Guide includes tips on purchasing items online and avoiding charity
scams. We have also included a list of items recalled by the U.S. Consumer Products
Safety Commission in the past year, specifically focusing on children’s toys and items
that pose particular risk to children. These products have been recalled by their
manufacturers because of safety and health concerns. Products recalled include toys,
furniture, sporting goods and other home products that may be unsafe for children. I
urge you to review this list for unsafe items that may need to be removed from your
home. Please also keep this Guide handy and review it as you purchase and receive
gifts this holiday season.
If you have any questions on product recalls or any of the other issues discussed in this
Guide, feel free to contact my Citizens Services hotline at 1-866-966-7226, or visit our
website at www.MyFloridaLegal.com. You can also find updated lists of recalled items
year-round at the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission’s website
www.CPSC.gov/en/Recalls.
Let’s really focus on protecting our children this holiday season!
Sincerely,

Pam Bondi
Florida Attorney General
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Holiday Shopping Tips
The holidays are a time to be especially mindful of ways your purchases can cost you more
than expected. Here are a few tips to ensure that you get the most for your money and the
most out of your holiday:
 When shopping online, it’s wise to pay with a credit card instead of a debit card, if
possible. Both payment methods allow you to dispute a charge if the merchandise never
arrives or is different from what was ordered. However, with a debit card, the price will
have already been deducted from your bank account.
 When ordering online, look to ensure that your browser has a secure connection. In the
address bar, a padlock should appear if your browsing session is secure.
 Some credit card providers offer one-time card numbers to be used for online
transactions to further protect your financial information. Contact your account holder to
see if they offer such a service.
 Don’t forget, when shopping online there are often additional costs, such as shipping
and handling fees. Be sure to include additional charges when comparing prices across
multiple websites.
 Some retailers may offer layaway plans or other payment plans so you can pay for that
must-have holiday gift over time or at a later time. Before you agree to such a plan, be
sure to ask whether the retailer charges fees to use its payment programs and whether
the payments and fees are refundable if a purchase is canceled or must be returned.
 Keep your receipts and be sure you understand retailers’ return and refund policies so

you can return any unwanted items in a timely manner and get a full refund.
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Holiday Charity Scams
The holiday season brings an increase in charitable giving each year as many of us open up
our wallets to donate to a favorite cause, help someone in need or otherwise support our
communities. Unfortunately, the holidays also bring out numerous scam artists ready to take
advantage of the spirit of giving. Below are tips to help you avoid charity scams this season:
 Be sure you know that the charity soliciting money is legitimate. Check to see if the
charity is registered with the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
at www.800helpfla.com or by calling 1-800-HELP-FLA. You may also contact the Better
Business Bureau's Wise Giving Alliance at www.give.org or Charity Navigator at
www.charitynavigator.org to determine whether the charity you are donating to has any
complaints against them.
 Do your homework and review any solicitation carefully. Be sure you understand how
much of the donation will actually go toward the work of the charity as opposed to
administrative and fundraising expenses. To learn more about a registered charity’s
spending, visit www.800helpfla.com and click on the “Check-A-Charity” link.
 Never give your credit card number or bank account information to someone who has
called or emailed unsolicited. If you are interested in donating to a charity that has
initiated contact with you, ask them to send you a pledge form and information about the
charity in the mail. Legitimate charities should have no problem with this request.
 Watch for similar sounding charities. It’s not unusual for scam artists to choose names
that sound like the names of legitimate, widely-known charities.
 Know the difference between tax exempt and tax deductible. An organization that is tax
exempt does not have to pay taxes, but it does not necessarily mean that a contribution
made to it is tax deductible. You may check whether an organization is eligible to
receive tax-deductible contributions at https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos/.
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Product Recalls
With so many purchases to be made during the holiday season, it is more important
than ever during this busy time to remain vigilant about the safety of the products you
purchase.
What follows is a compilation of 2015-2016 product recalls in an easy-to-use guide that I
hope you will consult as you make your holiday gift purchases. The guide reproduces
details about recalled toys, baby items, sporting and recreational goods, furniture and
household products that may pose a particular risk to children. These items were
recalled by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission between November 1,
2015, and October 31, 2016. For more information regarding these products or for a
comprehensive list of recalls, please visit cpsc.gov/en/Recalls/.
Dangerous and defective products are the subject of recalls every year, with more than
300 products having been recalled in the November 1, 2015 to October 31, 2016 period.
When a product is recalled, the law requires manufacturers and retailers to remove the
products from their shelves. However, products subject to recall do sometimes slip by
undetected and may remain on shelves or may have been purchased before the recall.
Many products may also continue to be offered for sale online well after the recall
through any of the many online reseller websites. So, it is always important to do your
research to make sure that the products you are buying are safe and free of defect.
Taking a few minutes now, before you make your holiday purchases, to peruse this
collection of recalled items will ensure a safer and more enjoyable holiday for you and
yours.
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Toys
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LATTJO Tongue Drums and LATTJO
Drumstick Sets
Hazard: The rubber ball on the drumsticks can
detach or be unscrewed, posing a choking
hazard.
The recall includes LATTJO Tongue Drum and
LATTJO Drumstick set. The LATTJO Tongue
Drum is a solid birch rectangular-shaped drum
with a turquoise-dot print on the front and two solid red circles on top. The drum
measures about 8 inches long by 2-3/4 inches wide by 2-3/4 inches deep. The drum
comes with a seven-inch mallet with a turquoise painted handle and black rubber ball on
the end. IKEA and LATTJO are printed on a label on the bottom of the drum. The
LATTJO Drumstick set includes two solid birch drumsticks, two brushes and two mallettype drumsticks with black rubber balls on the ends. The set was sold in a turquoise
polyester roll-up pouch with a red and white striped fabric panel in the center. The
pouch measures about 15 inches long by 10 inches wide. IKEA and LATTJO was
printed on a label attached to the pouch. These drum sets were sold exclusively at IKEA
stores nationwide and online at www.ikea-usa.com from November 2015 through
December 2015 for about $10 for the LATTJO tongue drum and $15 for the LATTJO
drumstick set.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled drum and drumstick sets
away from children and return them to IKEA for a full refund.

Dollar General Construction Vehicle Toy Trucks
Hazard: The toy truck's remote control can short circuit, causing it to overheat and
posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves a toy excavator and a shovel loader. The remote controlled plastic
toys are orange with black and orange wheels.
Both have tracking code 90RWE15 marked on
the back of the battery compartment. UPC
number 00430000549030 can be found on the
bottom of the packaging. Power, Shovel
Loader and Super Power are printed on
stickers located on the side of the excavator.
UPC 00400001622537 can be found on the
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bottom of the packaging. 6000Kg Peakload, FL-330 Deluxe Crane, and Crane Super
Truck are printed on stickers located on the side of the shovel loader. These trucks
were sold exclusively at Dollar General stores nationwide and online at
www.dollargeneral.com from July 2015 through December 2015 for about $10.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled toy vehicles away from
children and contact Dollar General for a full refund.

KHS America Monkey Glockenspiel
Hazard: The pink metal note bar on the glockenspiel may contain excessive levels of
lead in the paint, violating the federal lead paint standard. If the paint is scraped off and
ingested lead can cause adverse health effects.
The Green Tones 8-note Monkey Glockenspiel is a children's
musical instrument with eight metal bars in multiple colors mounted
on a wooden base shaped like a monkey. The bars are individually
attached to the base with one screw at each end. The second bar
from the top is pink, 3.5 inches long and has a "B" stamped on it.
This is the bar that needs to be replaced. The Green Tones logo is
stamped on the back of the glockenspiel and the tracking number
HS0178410914 is printed in black at the bottom. These toys were
sold at independent toy and music retailers and online at
amazon.com and gogreentones.com from January 2015 through
September 2015 for about $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove the pink bar
from the glockenspiel and contact KHS America for information on getting a free
replacement pink bar.

Manhattan Toy Busy Loops Table Top Toys
Hazard: The round plastic beads can break, posing a
choking hazard.
Busy Loops table top toys have orange, green, blue and
purple plastic tubing with plastic beads threaded on the
tubing that can slide up and down. The tubes sit on a blue
plastic base with an orange plastic suction cup. The toy is
about 4.5" W x 4.5" L x 7" H. The model number 700470
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and lot code FH are printed on the bottom of the blue base. These toys were sold at
BuyBuy Baby and other toy stores nationwide, and online at Amazon.com and
Kohls.com from September 2015 through January 2016 for about $15.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled toy and return it to the
store where it was purchased or contact Manhattan Toy for a full refund.

Wooden Toy Blocks and Giraffes
Hazard: Parts of the wooden toys can become
detached, resulting in small pieces that can
pose a choking hazard to young children.
These toys were sold by Flying Tiger
Copenhagen from November 2015 through
December 2015 for about $3.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled toys from young children
and return the products to Flying Tiger Copenhagen for a full refund.

X-Maxx Monster Trucks and VXL-6 Electronic Speed Controls
Hazard: Vehicle modification or electronic failure can result in a short circuit, posing a
fire hazard.
The recalled VXL-6s electronic speed control #3365 is sold installed in the Traxxas XMaxx Monster Truck, model 77076-04, and is also sold separately. The electronic
speed control is the electronic control module that manages the throttle control (speed),
directional control (forward or reverse) and braking of the drive motor in the truck. The
truck is 30 inches long, 22 inches wide and 4 inches above the ground. The truck
comes in two colors, red and blue. It weighs approximately 20 pounds. The electronic
speed control is located near the center of the
truck in a vented blue case approximately 2
inches wide, 2 inches long and 2 inches tall.
Traxxas XMaxx is displayed on the side of the
truck. These trucks were sold at HobbyTown
and other hobby stores and Traxxas dealers
nationwide from November 2015 through
January 2016. The X-Maxx truck sold for about
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$840. The electronic speed control sold for about $250.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled trucks and return their
electronic speed control to their dealer for a free firmware upgrade and installation of a
new fusible link, or contact Traxxas customer support to return the electronic speed
control and have a firmware upgrade and free fusible link installation.

Miniland Educational Moogy Plush Toys
Hazard: The red button on the Moogy plush toy’s left
pocket and the snap button on the right pocket can detach,
posing a choking hazard to young children.
These toys were sold at specialty toy stores nationwide and
online from July 2015 through February 2016 for about $33.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled
toy away from children and contact Miniland Educational for
instructions on destroying and disposing of the Moogy in order to receive a full refund.

Cra-Z-Jewelz Gem Creations
Hazard: The “Slider Bracelet” in the jewelry making kit contains high levels of lead.
Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health issues.
This recall involves two models of LaRose’s Jewelz Gem Creations jewelry making kit
and one refill product. The UPC code is printed on the outside of the product box and on
the bottom of the “Gem Machine:” Shimmer N’ Sparkle Cra-Z-Art Cra-Z-Jewelz Gem
Creations Ultimate Gem Machine with UPC #884920174504, Shimmer N’ Sparkle CraZ-Art Cra-Z-Jewelz Gem Creations Gem Charm and
Slider Bracelets with UPC #884920174849 and My Look
Cra-Z-Art Cra-Z-Jewelz Gem Creations Ultimate Gem
Machine with UPC #884920466340. Kmart, Toys R Us,
Walmart and other retailers sold the Shimmer N’ Sparkle
Cra-Z-Art Cra-Z-Jewelz Gem Creations Ultimate Gem
Machine from August 2015 through April 2016 for $30.
Toys R Us, Walmart and other retailers sold the Shimmer
N’ Sparkle Cra-Z-Art Cra-Z-Jewelz Gem Creations Gem
Charm and Slider Bracelets from August 2015 through
April 2016 for $10. Target stores sold the My Look Cra-Z-
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Art Cra-Z-Jewelz Gem Creations Ultimate Gem Machine from August 2015 through
April 2016 for $30.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take these recalled products away from
children and contact LaRose for instructions to receive a full refund.

Sky Rover Toys
Hazard: The USB charging cords sold with the toy can overheat, posing fire and burn
hazards to consumers.
This recall involves yellow USB charging cords
sold with Aero Spin and Aero Cruz Sky Rover
remote-controlled flying toys. The toy is shaped
like ball with two blades on top, wings on the side
and measures about 3 ½ inches tall by 5 inches
wide. They are operated by a small one-channel
remote control unit. The following item numbers
are included in the recall: YW859110-2,
YW859110-3, YW859110-5, YW859110-6 or
TTYW859110-5. The item number is printed on a
white sticker on the toy’s packaging. They were sold in red, orange and citron green.
Only yellow USB charging cords are included in this recall. These toys were sold at
Walmart and other mass merchandisers and independent toy stores nationwide and
online at Amazon.com from January 2015 through January 2016 for between $11 and
$15.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the USB cords and contact the
firm for instructions on obtaining a free replacement charge cord.

“Step-iT” Activity Wristbands
Hazard: The recalled wristbands can cause skin irritation or burns to children.
These wristbands were distributed exclusively by McDonald’s
restaurants nationwide from August 9, 2016 to August 17, 2016 with
Happy Meals and Mighty Kids Meals.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled wristbands
from children and return them to any McDonald’s.
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Sargent Art Craft Paints
Hazard: The paint can contain harmful
bacteria. Exposure to certain bacteria can have
adverse health effects in immunocompromised
individuals, posing a risk of serious illness
including a bacterial infection.
This recall involves 13 types of Sargent Art
tempera and finger paints. All colors and sizes
of the following types of Sargent Art paints are included in the recall: Art-Time Tempera
Paint, Liquid Tempera Paint, Art-Time Washable Finger Paint, Supreme Tempera Paint,
Art-Time Washable Fluorescent Finger Paint, Value Tempera Paint, Art-Time Washable
Fluorescent Tempera Paint, Washable Finger Paint, Art-Time Washable Glitter Finger
Paint, Washable Glitter Paint, Art-Time Washable Paint, Washable Tempera Paint and
Fluorescent Tempera Paint. These paints were sold at Hobby Lobby, Walmart and other
stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com and ShopSargentArt.com from May 2015
to June 2016 for between $1 and $8.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled paints and contact
Sargent Art for a full refund.

Dazzling Toys Egg-Laying Chicken Toys
Hazard: The toys contain small eggs and the chicken can
break into small plastic pieces, both posing a choking hazard
to children.
This recall involves the Bump and Go Action Egg Laying
Chickens with lights, music and bump and go action. The
battery-powered plastic toy was sold in two styles – a yellow
chicken with an orange head and wings and a multi-colored (yellow, green and orange)
chicken. The chicken toy includes three white plastic eggs that are placed into the back
of the chicken, and then released from the bottom. These toys were sold online from
February 2016 through July 2016 for $12.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled toys and contact the
firm for a full refund.
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ALEX Jr. Baby Builder, First Pops and First Snaps
Hazard: Small parts of the plastic toy building sets can detach,
posing a choking hazard to young children.
These toys were sold at Barnes & Noble and Land of Nod and
online. The Baby Builders were sold from December 2009
through June 2016 for about $28, First Pops sold from March
2009 through June 2016 for about $18 and First Snaps distributed
from March 2009 through October 2010 for about $18.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled building sets away from
children and contact ALEX for a prepaid shipping envelope to return the product(s).
ALEX will send consumers a full refund upon receipt of returned sets.
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Baby and Toddler
Goods
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Fisher Price Cradle ‘N’ Swing
Hazard: When the seat peg is not fully engaged the
seat can fall unexpectedly, posing a risk of injury to the
child.
This recall includes three models of the Fisher-Price
cradle swings: CHM84 Soothing Savanna Cradle 'n
Swing, CMR40 Sweet Surroundings Cradle 'n Swing,
and CMR43 Sweet Surroundings Butterfly Friends
Cradle 'n Swing. The swings have two different
swinging motions - rocking side-to-side, or swinging
head-to-toe, and six different swing speeds from low to
high. The product number is located on the seat under the pad. These swings were sold
at buybuyBaby, Target and other stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com and
other websites from November 2015 through March 2016 for about $170.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled cradle swing and
contact Fisher-Price for revised assembly instructions.

Munchkin Latch Lightweight Pacifiers and Clips
Hazard: The clip cover can detach from the pacifier’s clip, posing a choking hazard for
young children.
This recall involves Munchkin’s Latch lightweight pacifiers and clips sold as a set. The
pacifiers were sold in five styles: designer, rattle and heartbeat clips with 0m+ natural
shape pacifiers, and designer and rattle clips with 6m+
orthodontic pacifiers. The designer pacifiers and clips 0m+
and 6m+ are in three color patterns: blue and white strips,
orange and with white polka dots and pink with white polka
dots. The rattle pacifiers and clips 0m+ and 6m+ are green
with beads in the pacifier cover to make a rattle sound and
have a polka dot strap. The heartbeat pacifiers and clips have
a red, heart-shaped pacifier cover and red and white polka
dots on the strap. These were sold at Babies R Us, Target,
Wal-Mart and other mass merchandisers, juvenile product,
baby boutique and discount stores nationwide and online at
amazon.com, munchkin.com and other website from March
2014 through March 2016 for between $11 and $15.
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Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the clip away from young children and
contact Munchkin for a free replacement Lightweight Pacifier pack with two pacifiers or
a full refund.

Hobby Lobby Pacifier Holders
Hazard: The fin of the whale and the head of the
octopus can detach from the pacifier holder, posing a
choking hazard.
This recall involves Little Wishes Summer Plush
Pacifier Holder, including the Blue Whale, item number
5202601, and the Pink Octopus, item number
5725213. The pacifier holders are made of a plush
fabric, stuffed with fiber, measure approximately 4.5
inches by 2 inches and have a 10-inch ribbon attached
to the body. The item number is printed on the top left
corner of the product hang tag. “Hobby Lobby 9123069” is printed on the front and back
of the sewn-in label. These pacifier holders were sold exclusively at Hobby Lobby
Stores nationwide from January 2016 through April 2016 for about $5.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled pacifier holders and
return them to the nearest Hobby Lobby store for a full refund or store credit.

Hobby Lobby Rattles
Hazard: The rattle seams can separate, exposing
the fiber stuffing and bell rattle, posing a choking
hazard.
This recall involves Little Wishes Chenille Stuffed
Rattles, including the Pink & Green Fish rattles, item
number 5141577, and the Blue & Yellow Fish
rattles, item number 5127642. The rattles are made
of a soft chenille fabric with a fiber stuffing. They are
8.5 inches by 7 inches and have a hole cut out in
the middle. The item number is printed on the top
left corner of the product hang tag. Rattles have a sewn-in label with “Reg. No. PA15130(CN)” and “Hobby Lobby 9123069” printed on the front of the label. These rattles
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were sold exclusively at Hobby Lobby Stores nationwide from January 2016 through
April 2016 for about $7.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled rattles and return
them to the nearest Hobby Lobby store for a full refund or store credit.

Twin Go Baby Carriers
Hazard: The waist buckle can break, posing a
fall hazard to children in the carrier.
The Twin Go Original Carrier is an infant
carrier designed to carry one or two babies
against the caregiver’s body at the waist. It is
intended for babies that are from 10 to 45
pounds. “Twin Go” is printed on a label located on the front of the carrier and an 11-digit
batch number is printed on a label sewn to the waistband. Batch numbers included in
this recall: 23014024003, 01515026003, and 21615019001. They were sold in fabric
that is black on the outside and blue or orange on the inside. These carriers were sold
at boutique stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com and TwinGoCarrier.com from
December 2014 through May 2016 for about $215.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the infant carrier and contact Twin
Go for a free repair kit. A free replacement buckle will be provided with instructions.

Bednest Bedside Sleepers
Hazard: The bedside sleepers fail to meet mandatory federal requirements for these
products, posing a fall hazard to babies.
This recall involves Bednest bedside infant sleepers manufactured after July 2014. The
date of manufacture is stamped underneath
the base of the bedside sleepers. The Bednest
has beech wood ends with white fabric sides
over metal frames on a beech wood heightadjustable stand. The bedside sleeper
measures about 34 inches long by 18.5 inches
wide. There are sewn-in Bednest labels on the
fabric side panel and on the upper surface of
the mattress. These sleepers were sold
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exclusively online at www.Bednest.com from March 2010 through December 2015 for
between $400 and $500 or if rented between $170 and $200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bedside sleeper while
the sides are in the fully open position. Bednest is providing a free repair kit that will
permanently lock the side rail into place. The firm is contacting all known consumers
directly.

phil&teds Dash Strollers
Hazard: The hinge used to fold the dash v5
stroller can become damaged while opening
and closing the stroller, posing a pinch hazard
to the consumer.
This recall involves phil&teds dash v5 buggystyle strollers with serial numbers ranging
between PTRV 0715/0746 and PTRV
0815/2525. The serial number is printed on the
lower left rear cradle, next to the identification
label. Colors and models included in the recall
are: Black DASH_V5_5, Grey Marl DASH_V5_7, Blue Marl DASH_V5_3 and Red
DASH_V5_11. These strollers were sold at Baby Street, Dainty Baby, Mega Babies and
other baby product and specialty stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com,
diapers.com and philandteds.com from August 2015 through April 2016 for about $550.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the dash v5 stroller and contact
phil&teds to have the stroller frame replaced free of charge.

Osprey Child Backpack Carriers
Hazard: A cut in the plastic buckle on the shoulder strap can
cause the shoulder strap to release, posing a fall hazard to a
child in the carrier.
This recall involves the Poco AG, Poco AG Plus and Poco AG
Premium model child backpack carriers. These nylon carriers
come in seaside blue, ivy green and black. They have a metal
frame and a gray padded child’s seat inside. The back of the
carrier also has an upper zippered pocket and a lower zipped
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compartment, along with a stretch pocket in the middle. The production date code
identifying when the carrier was manufactured is stamped on a black label sewn in the
interior of the large lower zippered compartment in the back of the carrier. Recalled
carriers have a production date code of S16SB03, S16SB04, S16SB05, S16SB06 or
S16SB07. “Osprey” is printed on the back at the top of the carrier. The model name is
printed on the back at the bottom. These carriers were sold at REI and specialty outdoor
retailers nationwide and online at amazon.com and rei.com from January 2016 through
May 2016 for between $250 and $330.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately inspect the buckles on both straps of the
carrier harness to determine if there is a cut in the plastic buckle on one or both straps.
If the buckle is cut, consumers should immediately stop using the carrier and contact
Osprey for a free replacement or full refund. Consumers also may contact Osprey and
return the carrier for inspection. If the buckle is cut, consumers will receive a
replacement or full refund.

Tommee Tippee Sippee Spill-Proof Cups
Hazard: Mold can develop on the removable, onepiece, white valve inside the spill-proof Tommee
Tippee Sippee cups when it remains wet/moist and
is infrequently cleaned.
This recall involves five types of spill-proof Tommee
Tippee Sippee cups all with a removable, one-piece
white valve. The five types include: First Sips
Transition cup, Trainer Sippee cup, Sippee cup (including Cute Quips), Sportee bottle
and Insulated Swiggle/Sippee tumblers. The plastic drinking cups have spill-proof tops,
easy-grip sides with detachable handles and were sold in clear with colored lids and a
variety of colors and character prints. Some of the cups include short phrases on the
front of the cups including: “You Pour I’ll Fling,” or “Drink Drop Repeat.” The cups have
a 7 to 10 oz. capacity and were sold for children ages 4 to 12 months. Only Tommee
Tippee Sippee cups with a removable, one-piece white valve are included in this recall.
These cups were sold at BuyBuy Baby, CVS, Giant, Kohl’s, Marco Baby, Marshalls,
Meijer, Sam’s Club, Ross Stores, Target, Bealls Outlet, Walgreens and Wal-Mart and
other mass merchandise stores nationwide and online from December 2014 through
May 2016 for between $4 and $7.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled Sippee cups and
contact Mayborn to receive a free replacement cup.
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The Land of Nod Octo-Rattles
Hazard: The fabric discs on the tentacles of
the octopus rattles can detach, posing a
choking hazard to young children.
This recall involves The Land of Nod’s Octorattles, sold individually or as part of a gift bag
set. The knit fabric rattles are yellow and
shaped like an octopus with multi-colored felt
discs sewn into the tentacles. The rattles
measure about 9 inches tall, 4 inches wide and
3 inches deep and can attach to strollers or activity gyms. “The Land of Nod,” “Morton
Grove, IL 60053,” “951-3072461,” “Made in India” and SKU number 502882 are printed
on a label attached to the underside of the rattle. These rattles were exclusively sold at
The Land of Nod stores nationwide and online from September 2015 through April 2016
for about $30 for the individual rattle and for $150 as part of a gift bag set.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled rattles away from children
and contact The Land of Nod to receive a full refund.

Tommee Tippee Electric Bottle and Food Warmers
Hazard: The warmers can overheat and catch on fire, posing a fire hazard to
consumers.
This recall involves Tommee Tippee Closer to Nature electric bottle and food warmers,
sold separately or as an accessory with the Complete
Starter Kit or the All in One Newborn Set. The bottle
and food warmer is white with a gray adjustable control
dial located next to the on/off light. Tommee Tippee is
stamped in gray on the front of the unit. It measures
about 5 inches high, 5 ½ inches wide and 5 inches long.
Bottle and food warmers included on this recall have
“Min” or “0” stamped on the left-hand side of the control
dial and have the UL logo and a six alpha-numeric
batch code that begins with a number and ends with
“GY” stamped on the underside. Consumers should visit
www.tommeetippee.us/bottle-warmer to complete the
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free replacement registration form. These warmers were sold at mass merchandise
stores nationwide and online from July 2011 through April 2016 for about $21 for the
individual bottle and food warmer and about $120 for the starter kit or newborn set.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug and stop using the recalled bottle and
food warmers and contact Mayborn for free replacement warmers.

Instep and Schwinn Swivel Wheel Jogging Strollers
Hazard: The front wheel can become loose and detach, posing crash and fall hazards.
This recall involves single and double occupant swivel wheel jogging strollers that have
a quick release mechanism for removing and re-attaching the front wheel. Instep Safari,
Instep Grand Safari, Instep Flight, Schwinn Turismo and Schwinn Discover Single and
Double Occupant Swivel jogging strollers are
affected. These models come in a variety of
colors. The model number is located on the
inside of the metal frame above the rear right
wheel. The following model numbers are
included in the recall: 11-AR178, 11-AR182,
11-AR220B, 11-AR282, 11-AR101AZ, 11AR179, 11-AR183, 11-AR224, 11-AR283, 11AR180, 11-AR184, 11-AR278, 11-AR284, 11AR181, 11-AR-192, 11-AR279, 11-AR292, 11AR240B, 11-AR193, 11-AR280, 11-AR293, 11AR245, 11-AR281, 11-AR250, 11-AR290, 11AR255, 11-AR291, 11-AR700A, 11-AR340B,
111-AR750, 11-AR345, 11-AR178DS, 11-AR350, 11-AR179DS, 11-AR355, 11AR120B, 11-AR190, 11-AR191, 11-AR201AZ, 13-SC113, 13-SC213, 13-SC105AZ, 13SC205AZ, 11-AR301AZ, 13-SC114, 13-SC214, 13-SC116, 13-SC216, 13-SC117 and
13-SC217. These strollers were sold at small retailers nationwide and online at
Amazon.com, Target.com, Toys-R-Us.com, Walmart.com and other online retailers from
January 2010 through June 2016 for between $130 and $350.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled jogging strollers and
contact Pacific Cycle to obtain a repair kit to secure the front wheel. The repair kit
includes a replacement mechanism for securing the front wheel that uses a traditional
screw on/off method of attachment instead of the quick release lever method of
attachment shipped with the product, as well as new warning labels. Consumers should
not return the jogging strollers to retailers where purchased.
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Little Lotus Baby Swaddles and
Sleeping Bags
Hazard: The shoulder snaps on the baby
swaddles and sleeping bags can break or
detach, posing a choking hazard to children.
This recall involves the Little Lotus baby swaddles with model number 901-01 and
sleeping bags with model numbers 830-03, 830-05 and 830-07. The 100% cotton, sackshaped baby swaddles and sleeping bags were sold in small, medium and large sizes
and in cream with multicolored hand prints, mint and pastel colors/prints. They have a
snap button on each shoulder. The Little Lotus logo and model number are stamped in
white at the bottom in the interior of the swaddle and sleeping bag. These swaddles
were sold at www.littlelotusbaby.com from January 2016 through April 2016 for between
$55 and $160.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled baby swaddles and
sleeping bags and contact Little Lotus for instructions on how to receive a full refund or
a store credit for a full refund, plus a $25 credit towards a new purchase.

Lorex Video Baby Monitors
Hazard: The video monitor’s batteries can
overheat, swell and expand and cause the
battery cover to open or come off. This can
expose hot batteries, posing a burn hazard to
consumers.
These baby monitors were sold at B&H, Best
Buy, The Home Depot, Walmart and online at
from May 2013 through April 2016. The video
baby monitors were sold in bundles for between $60 and $140.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled monitors and contact
Lorex to receive a full refund.
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Fiddle Diddles LullaBelay Car Seat
Strap Systems
Hazard: The carabiners attached to the strap
system contain small internal parts that can
become dislodged, posing a choking hazard to
young children.
This recall involves Fiddle Diddles LullaBelay
adjustable car seat strap system with model
number LB1001. The strap system includes two
fabric straps, carabiner hardware, a mesh car seat cover and a tote bag. The carabiners
are used to hang a car seat from a shopping cart. The model number is printed on the
gray straps. “Fiddle Diddles” is printed on a fabric label attached to the mesh car seat
cover, tote bag and fabric straps. These straps were sold online at Amazon.com from
November 2015 through June 2016 and Fiddlediddles.com from May 2015 through
June 2015 and at Zoolikins stores in Arizona from November 2015 through June 2016
for about $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the LullaBelay strap system and
contact Fiddle Diddles for a free repair kit with three new carabiners. The firm is
contacting all known purchasers directly.

Chimparoo Trek Baby Carriers
Hazard: The carriers’ side strap can loosen
unexpectedly from the buckle, posing a fall hazard to
the child in the carrier.
This recall involves Chimparoo brand Trek baby
carriers that allow the user to carry a baby tummy to
tummy, on the hip or on the back. The 100% twill fabric
carriers were sold in 18 solid, striped and pattern color
combinations. The carriers attach to the wearer’s body
with adjustable straps made of polypropylene webbing
and plastic buckles. “Chimparoo” is printed on the
upper right hand corner of the carrier. “Trek” is
embroidered on the belt. These carriers were sold at
children’s boutique stores, such as Granola Babies, of
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Costa Mesa, Calif., Eat/Sleep/Play, of Summerville, SC and Top to Bottom, of Omaha,
Neb. and online from May 2016 through July 2016 for about $170.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled baby carriers and
contact Chimparoo for a free replacement buckle for the baby carrier’s side buckle.

Mamas & Papas Armadillo Flip Strollers
Hazard: A loose latch on the stroller can cause the seat
to tip back unexpectedly when infant is in the parentfacing position, posing a fall hazard to infants.
This recall involves Mamas & Papas’ Armadillo Flip and
Armadillo Flip XT strollers. All models are folding,
single-occupant infant strollers. The strollers come in
various colors including black, teal and navy and weigh
about 22 pounds. Recalled items can be identified by
their lot number, which is the month and year of manufacture. Lot numbers ranges for
recalled Armadillo Flip strollers are 00814 through 00416 (August 2014 through April
2016). Lot number ranges for the Flip XT are 01214 through 00416 (December 2014
through April 2016). The lot number is printed on the sewn-in label on the stroller. These
strollers were sold at Albee Baby, Babies ‘R’ Us, Buy Buy Baby and other stores
nationwide and online at www.mamasandpapas.com and www.Amazon.com from
December 2014 through July 2016 for between $500 and $550.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the strollers and contact Mamas &
Papas for a free repair.

Lil’ Luxuries Infant Bath Tubs with Fabric Slings
Hazard: Fabric slings on the recalled infant bath tubs
can detach from the tub, posing a risk of impact injury
and drowning.
This recall involves Lil’ Luxuries Whirlpool, Bubbling
Spa & Shower with fabric slings. The infant bath tub
is a battery-operated whirlpool bath with motorized
jets intended for use with children from birth to 2
years. The product contains a fabric sling on a plastic
frame onto which the infant is placed for bathing. The
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fabric sling on the recalled bath tubs does not have a white plastic attachment clip to
hold the headrest area of the fabric sling to the plastic frame. Recalled bath tubs have
item numbers 18840, 18850, 18863, and 18873 and were sold between October 2012
and October 2013 with date codes starting with 1210, 1211, 1212, 1301, 1302, 1303,
1304, 1305, 1306, 1307, and 1308, which stand for the two-digit year followed by the
two-digit month, on the fabric sling. These tubs were sold at Toys R Us/Babies R Us
and other juvenile product specialty stores nationwide from October 2012 through
October 2013 for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the fabric sling in the recalled
product and contact Summer Infant for a replacement fabric sling with a white plastic
attachment clip.

Buckle Onbu Infant Carriers
Hazard: The internal stitching on the infant carrier is missing,
posing a fall hazard to children.
These carriers were sold online at 5 Minute Recess, Ashley
Hesch Bibetts, Lenny Lamb, Savanna Brown and other online
retailers from May 2016 through June 2016 for about $90.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled carrier and contact Lenny Lamb to receive a full
refund or a free replacement carrier.

Babies ‘R’ Us Pacifier Clips
Hazard: The pacifier clip’s spring mechanism can break and release small parts, posing
a choking hazard.
This recall involves Babies‘R’Us pacifier clips
sold in an assortment of six colors and
character designs, including a red monster,
blue monster, monkey, giraffe, owl with one
eye closed, and an owl with both eyes open.
The pacifier clips have a circular plastic cover
affixed to a metal spring clip and a fabric strip
with snaps at the other end. The recalled
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pacifier clip assortment has model number 5F6237F and “®2014 Geoffrey, LLC”
engraved on the back to the plastic cover. These clips were sold exclusively at
Babies‘R’Us and Toy’R’Us stores nationwide from February 2015 through April 2016 for
about $4.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled pacifier clips from babies
and return the product to Babies ‘R’ Us or Toys ‘R’ Us for a refund.

Safety 1st Step and Go Travel Systems
Hazard: The stroller tray folding mechanism can
partially disengage on one side when used with
an infant car seat attached to the stroller, posing
a fall hazard.
These strollers were sold at Babies R Us and
other retailers nationwide and online at
amazon.com, babiesrus.com and Walmart.com
from May 2015 through June 2016 for between
$250 and $300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled strollers with the infant
car seat and contact Safety 1st for a free repair kit.

Skip Hop Mobiles
Hazard: The strap attaching the product to the crib rail can break, posing an injury
hazard if the product falls on the infant in the
crib.
This recall includes the Skip Hop Moonlight &
Melodies projection crib mobiles. The mobile
has a white plastic arm that attaches to the
side of a crib with four blinking, glowing leaves
with stuffed animal attachments. The mobile
also has a projector on the top of the mobile
that projects stars on the ceiling and plays
eight nursery lullabies. The dangling stuffed
animals on the mobile include a yellow and
gray giraffe, a green turtle with a gray and
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white polka-dot shell, a brown and tan monkey and a gray and white striped owl. The
mobiles measure 17.5 inches long by 14 inches wide by 22 inches tall. SKIP HOP and
the model number 185509 are printed on the back of the mobile base. These mobiles
were sold at Babies R Us, Buy Buy Baby and other independent juvenile specialty
stores nationwide and online from July 2015 to November 2015 for about $65.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled mobiles and contact
the firm for instructions on receiving a $75 coupon towards the purchase of a new Skip
Hop product.

Britax B-Ready Strollers
Hazard: The foam padding on the stroller's arm bar can
come off in fragments if the child bites the arm bar, posing a
choking hazard.
This recall involves Britax B-Ready strollers and B-Ready
replacement top seats that were sold separately. The BReady strollers have a silver or black frame with a solidcolored top seat in a variety of colors. The Britax logo is on
the stroller's side hinges and foot rest. B-Ready is printed on
the sides of the stroller frame. The stroller's model number and date of manufacture are
printed on a label on the stroller's frame between the front wheels or on the inside frame
that connects to the back right wheel. The replacement top seats were sold separately
in a variety of colors and fit into the stroller's frame. The replacement top seat's model
number and date of manufacture are printed on a black label on the right side tube
above the adjuster button, under the fabric cover. Model numbers manufactured from
April 1, 2010 through December 31, 2012, included in this recall are as follows:
U281767, U281768, U281771, U281772, U281773, U281774, U281784, U281792,
U281793, U281794, U281795, U281796, U281797, S845600, S845700, S845800,
S845900, S855000, S855100, S856600, S870200, S870300 and S870600. These
strollers were sold at Babies R Us, buybuy Baby, Target and other stores nationwide
and online at Amazon.com, Diapers.com and other websites from April 2010 through
January 2016 for about $500 for the stroller. The replacement top seats were sold by
Britax from April 2010 through January 2016 for about $150.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove the arm bar from recalled strollers
and replacement top seats and contact Britax for a free black, zippered arm bar cover
and a warning label to apply to the strollers and replacement top seats. Consumers can
continue to use their strollers without the arm bar attached.
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Britax B-Safe 35 and B-Safe 35 Elite
Infant Car Seats and Travel Systems
Hazard: The car seat carry handle can crack and
break allowing the seat to fall unexpectedly, posing
a risk of injury to the infant.
This recall involves Britax B-Safe 35 and B-Safe 35
Elite infant car seat and travel systems
manufactured between October 1, 2014 and July 1,
2015. The product can be used as a rear-facing
only car seat and as an infant carrier. The car
seat/carriers have a canopy, black shell and base,
and were sold in a variety of colors. The Britax logo is printed on both sides of the seat
shell and on the carry handle grip. Model numbers and the date of manufacture (DOM)
are printed on a label located at the back of the infant car seat/carrier shell. Models
included in the recall are: E9LU65M, E9LU65P, E9LU63F, E9LU66R, E9LS63F,
EXLU65M, E9LS55T, E9LS56P, E9LS55U, E9LS66C, E9LS65U, S914900, S915400,
S915200, S921900 and S01635200. These travel systems were sold at Babies R Us,
buybuy BABY, Target and other stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com,
Diapers.com and other online retailers from November 2014 to January 2016 for
between $210 and $250.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop carrying the car seat by the handle until
the repair is installed. All consumers who have previously registered their product with
Britax will automatically receive a free repair kit. To register to receive a repair kit or
verify registration, visit www.bsafe35recall.com. Consumers can continue to use the car
seat when secured in a vehicle or on a stroller.

NUNA Baby Essentials High Chairs
Hazard: The arm bar can bend or detach during use, posing a
fall hazard to children.
This recall includes ZAAZ high chairs in eight models: HC-07004 (pewter), HC-07-005 (carbon), HC-07-006 (plum), HC-07009 (almond), HC-08-004 (pewter), HC-08-005 (carbon), HC-08006 (plum) and HC-08-009 (almond). ZAAZ and the model
number are printed under the high chair seat on a white sticker.
These high chairs look like a regular kitchen table chair and
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have removable trays, arm bars footrests, seat pads and harnesses so that they can
convert into toddler chairs. "Nuna" is printed above the footrest of the unit. These high
chairs were sold at Albee Baby, Giggle, Magic Bean, Nordstrom and other specialty
stores nationwide and online at www.nuna.eu and www.wayfair.com and other online
retailers from February 2013 through November 2015 for about between $250 and
$300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled high chairs and
contact the firm to receive a free new arm bar and instructions on how to replace it.
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Children’s Clothing
and Accessories
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Richie House Boys’ Jackets
Hazard: The jackets have drawstrings in the
hood and at the bottom, which pose an
entrapment hazard to children. Drawstrings can
become entangled or caught on playground
slides, hand rails, school bus doors or other
moving objects, posing a significant strangulation
and/or entanglement hazard to children.
This recall involves two styles of Richie House
boys' hooded jackets. The striped red and purple
jacket comes with a drawstring in the hood, and
has a crest-shaped emblem sewn onto the front
of it. It was sold in sizes: 4-7 and 9-10. The
model number is RH1045C. The polyester and
cotton padded jackets were sold in brown, dark
green and red, and have a white drawstring located at the bottom. The jackets have a
round emblem sewn onto the front and were sold in sizes 2T-5. The model number is
RH1332-B or RH1332-C and is printed on the care label. "Richie House" is also printed
on a label sewn into the neck of the coat. These jackets were sold online at
www.Zulily.com and www.Richiehouse.com from April 2015 through October 2015 for
about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately remove the drawstrings from the hood and
the bottom of the recalled jackets to eliminate the hazard and contact Richie House for
instructions to receive a full refund.

Zulily Children’s Pajamas
Hazard: The pajamas do not meet the federal
flammability standards for children's sleepwear,
posing a risk of burn injuries.
This recall involves six styles of Lilli Lovebird girls'
two-piece, long-sleeve, striped pajama sets. The
pajamas are 95 percent cotton and 5 percent
elastane, and were sold in sizes 4 through 12. The
long-sleeve pajama tops have a sewn-on pocket in
the shape of a heart located on the center front. The
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pajamas came in pink and white stripes with a red heart; dark pink, gray and white strips
with a pink heart; green, red and white stripes with a red heart; light purple and white
stripes with a pink heart; steel gray and white stripes with a red heart; and Christmas
red and white striped with a green heart. These pajamas were sold exclusively online at
Zulily.com from November 2015 through December 2015 for about $25.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the sleepwear away from children and
contact Zulily for instructions on returning the product for a full refund.

Walt Disney Darth Vader and Disneyland 60th Bodysuits
Hazard: The snaps on the bodysuits can detach, posing a choking hazard to young
children.
This recall involves two styles of infant one-piece
bodysuits with a three snap button closure. The
garments are 100 percent cotton. The Darth Vader
Infant Bodysuits were sold in five sizes: 3M, 6M, 12M,
18M and 24M. The garment has a gray body with
black sleeves and trim. The artwork on the front of
the bodysuit shows an infant Darth Vader holding a
light saber with the text: "If you only knew the power
of THE DARK SIDE." The Disneyland 60th Infant
Bodysuits have a light blue body with royal blue
sleeves and trim. The artwork on the front of the
bodysuit includes Mickey Mouse, Goofy, Donald
Duck and Pluto in front of the Disneyland Castle. The
Disneyland 60th bodysuits were sold in four sizes: 6M, 12M, 18M and 24 M. The text on
the front of the garment reads "60th Disneyland Resort, Diamond Celebration." These
bodysuits were sold at Walt Disney World Resort in Lake Buena Vista, Florida,
Disneyland Resort in Anaheim, California, the Treasure Ketch Shop on the Disney
Wonder and Mickey's Mainsail located on the Disney Magic, Disney Dream and Disney
Fantasy cruise ships from February 2015 through November 2015 for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled infant bodysuits and
contact Walt Disney Parks and Resorts for instructions on returning the bodysuits for a
full refund.
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Cracker Barrel Old Country Stores
Infant Elf Booties
Hazard: The pompoms at the tip of the toe can
detach, posing a choking hazard to young
children.
This recall involves Classic Characters' infant
knit Elf Booties sold in sizes 6 through 12
months. The SKU number 507665 and style
number 28046 are printed on the price tag. The
infant booties are green, with red and white
trim, and a yellow pompom on the tip of the toe. These booties were sold exclusively at
Cracker Barrel Old Country Store nationwide and online at www.crackerbarrel.com from
September 2015 through November 2015 for about $13.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled elf booties and return
them to a Cracker Barrel Old Country Store for a full refund, or contact Classic
Characters for instructions on returning them for a full refund.

J. Crew Girls’ Crewcuts Puffer Coats
Hazard: The buttons on the front of the coat can detach, posing a choking hazard to
young children.
This recall involves Crewcuts brand girls' puffer coats in dark wine (maroon), navy
(blue), and sun washed peony (pink) colors. The coats are padded with geometric
squares with six buttons down the front of the coat. There
is a faux fur trim lining the hood and the coats were sold in
girls’ sizes 2-14. Only coats with style number C9048 and
PO numbers: 5055794, 5056319, 50565325, 8053606,
8053098 or 8053603 are included in the recall. The style
and PO number are printed on a care label sewn into the
inside seam of the coats along with "FA 15" or "HO 15."
These coats were sold at J. Crew and Crewcuts stores
nationwide, the J. Crew catalog and online at
www.jcrew.com from August 2015 through January 2016
for about $155.
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Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled coats and return them
to J. Crew or Crewcuts stores for a full refund. Online purchasers will receive email
notifications with instructions for returning the coats for a full refund including a postagepaid shipping label.

Eleanor Rose Children’s Loungewear
Hazard: The loungewear fails to meet federal flammability
standards for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries.
This recall involves two different styles of Eleanor Rose
loungewear, including a girl’s gown and a boy or girl’s top and
pants set. The loungewear was sold in sizes 12 months through
size 12. “Eleanor Rose” is printed on a tag sewn into the neck of
the garments and on the back outside of the pants. The style
number is on a tag sewn into the side seam or inside the back of
the pants. The recalled loungewear style numbers include: 36PP05, 37-NC01, 60-RN02, 37-NC02, 39-NI04, 39-PJ01, 40BM05, 40-BM15, 40-BM16, 60-RN04, 63-SN03 and 63-SN13. These pajamas were
sold online from November 2014 through February 2016 for about $30.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled loungewear away from
children and return it to Eleanor Rose for a merchandise credit towards the purchase of
another Eleanor Rose product.

Creating X Children’s Footed Pajamas
Hazard: The pajamas fail to meet the federal flammability standards
for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries.
This recall involves two styles of children's footed pajamas. The first
style is a child's 100% cotton one-piece, long-sleeved footed pajama
with a zip-up closure starting from above the left ankle. The second
style is a child's 100% cotton one-piece, long-sleeved footed pajama
with a hood, two front pockets and a zip-up closure starting from the
left ankle. The pajamas were sold in a variety of colors and patterns
including solids, stripes, plaids, hearts, white snowflakes, yellow
moon and white and blue stars, white bunnies and colored Easter
eggs. The pajamas were sold in sizes infant large through kids large.
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These pajamas were sold online for $20 for infant sizes, $25 for toddler sizes and $30
for kids sizes.
Remedy: Consumers should take the recalled pajamas away from children and contact
Creating X for instructions on receiving a store credit toward another Creating X
product.

Smocked Threads by Cecil & Lou Children’s Nightgowns
Hazard: The nightgowns fail to meet federal flammability
standards for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn
injuries to children.
This recall involves girl’s Smocked Threads by Cecil & Lou
100% cotton tunic nightgowns. They were sold in a pink and
white checkered pattern with white piping trim in sizes 12
months to 8. The nightgowns have buttons on the center front
and on each cuff at the wrist and a pocket on the left side of
the chest. “C&L Smocked Threads by Cecil and Lou” is
printed on a neck label. These nightgowns were sold online
from January 2016 through June 2016 for about $23.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled nightgowns away from
children and return them to the firm for a full refund, including shipping, or a
merchandise credit of $23.

IKEA Children’s LATTJO Bat Cape Costumes
Hazard: The fabric hook and loop fastener at the neck of the bat cape can fail to detach
readily during use, posing a strangulation hazard.
This recall involves IKEA children’s bat cape
costumes. The capes are black with gray stripes,
100% polyester, measure 30 inches long by 57
inches wide and have a fabric hook and loop
fastener closure at the neck. IKEA, LATTJO and
numbers 60311650 and 18937 are printed on a
white label sewn into the seam of the cape. These
capes were sold exclusively at IKEA stores
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nationwide and online from November 2015 through February 2016 for about $13.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled bat capes away from
children and return the capes to any IKEA store for a full refund.

Saro Trading Children’s Nightgowns
Hazard: The nightgowns fail to meet federal flammability standards
for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries to children.
This recall involves five styles of children’s nightgowns
manufactured by Saro Trading. The 100% white cotton nightgowns
have “Taleen” printed on the neck label. These nightgowns are
embroidered with either eyelet trimming, ribbons on the chest, or
buttons on the center front of the garment. These nightgowns were
sold at Francie Hargrove Interior Designs, Georges Girls Luxe
Sleep and Nichols stores nationwide and online from February 2012
through April 2016 for $25.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled nightgowns away from
children and contact the firm for instructions on receiving a full refund.

Things Remembered Children’s Jewelry
Hazard: The clear surface coating on the bracelets and necklaces contain lead in
excess of the allowable limit. Lead is toxic and can cause adverse health issues.
This recall involves silver heart bracelets and sweet charm necklaces for children. The
6-inch, silver-plated bracelets have 10 silver hearts and circle links, a lobster claw clasp,
and one silver heart-shaped charm. The necklaces are gold
plated on a 13-inch box chain with a 2-inch extender, a
lobster claw closure and three charms – a pink ice cream
cone, a pink crystal cupcake and a gold-plated tag with
“SWEET” engraved. This jewelry was sold at Things
Remembered stores nationwide and online from February
2015 through June 2016 for about $25.
Remedy: Consumers should take the recalled jewelry
away from children and contact Things Remembered for a
full refund or a replacement gift of equal value.
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FULLBEAUTY Children’s Nightgowns
Hazard: The nightgowns fail to meet federal flammability
standards for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries
to children.
This recall involves girl’s Dreams & Co. by FULLBEAUTY Brands
knit cotton jersey “daughter Henley” styled nightgown. The
nightgowns have picot edge trim and a button placket on the
center front of the chest. The nightgowns were sold in children’s
sizes: 6/6X, 7/8 and 10/12 in the following five different prints.
The following style numbers are included in the recall: 0132,
1012, 1330, 1332 and 1988. The style number is printed on the
side seam label of the nightgown. These nightgowns were sold at www.Amazon.com,
www.jessicalondon, www.roamans.com and www.womanwithin.com from August 2009
through July 2016 for between $13 and $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled nightgowns away from
children and contact the firm for instructions on receiving a full refund or a company gift
card for 125% of the purchase price.

M&M-Branded Jewelry
Hazard: The jewelry can contain high levels of lead. Lead is toxic if ingested by young
children and can cause adverse health issues.
This recall involves all M&M-branded jewelry, including some children’s jewelry.
Recalled items include earrings, rings, bracelets and
necklaces sold between May 2015 and July 2016. Jewelry
items included in the recall have the M&M’S logo “M” as a
charm or other feature. This jewelry was sold at M&M’S
World Stores in New York; Orlando, Fla.; Las Vegas; and
Henderson, Nev. from May 2015 to June 2016 for between
$6 and $18.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled jewelry, place the items out of the reach of
children, and contact M&M’S World or visit an M&M’S
World store to return the jewelry for a full refund.
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REI evrgrn Campfire Rocker Chairs
Hazard: The chair can tip backwards while
rocking, posing a fall hazard to the user.
This recall involves REI evrgrn Campfire
Rocker chairs. The collapsible rocking chairs
were sold in blue, gray, green and orange
fabric supported by four metal tubes and
wooden rockers at the base and are intended
for outdoor use. A small black tab is attached to
the edge of the fabric seat containing the word
"evrgrn." The chair comes in a portable bag
whose color matches that of the fabric seat. These rockers were sold exclusively at REI
stores nationwide and online at www.REI.com from April 2015 through August 2015 for
about $100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chairs and contact
REI for a free replacement or a full refund.

World Market Reading Chairs
Hazard: The front leg on reading chairs sold without front leg support blocks can bend
or break, posing a fall hazard to the user.
This recall involves high-back upholstered reading chairs sold in a black and white floral
print. The chairs are 37 inches tall by 30 inches wide, and have four wooden legs with
the front two on casters. SKU number 473747 is printed on a UPC sticker affixed to the
underside of the chair. These chairs were sold
exclusively at Cost Plus World Market and World Market
stores nationwide and online from January 2015 through
September 2015 for about $300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled chairs and inspect the front legs for support
blocks. Chairs without support blocks can be returned to
any Cost Plus World Market for a free exchange.
Consumers should contact Cost Plus World Market or
log onto www.worldmarket.com for instructions on how to
inspect the chair legs for support blocks.
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Pier 1 Imports Swingasan Chairs
Hazard: The suspension hardware on the chair and
stand can break, or the stand can become unstable
during use, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves the Pier 1 Imports Swingasan chairs
and stands. The chairs and stands were sold separately.
The chair hangs from a steel stand and is made of a
wrought iron frame covered with woven plastic wicker. It
was sold in various colors and designs. The stands are
made of steel and were sold in four colors. These chairs
were sold exclusively at Pier 1 Imports stores nationwide
and online at www.Pier1.com from January 2010 through August 2015 for between
$200 and $400 for the hanging chair and stand.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the chairs and stands and contact
Pier 1 Imports for a free repair kit or return the chair and stand to a Pier 1 Imports store
for a full refund. There is no repair kit for the Podasan Mocha and Orange Swingasan
chairs. Consumers should stop using these chairs immediately and contact Pier 1
Imports for a full refund.

Cost Plus World Market Tovin Chairs
Hazard: The legs on the chair can bend or break, posing a fall hazard to the user.
This recall involves upholstered Tovin chairs sold in a black and white print. The chairs
are 32-inches tall by 23-inches wide, and have
a wooden frame with clear floor glides. SKU
number 507667 is printed on a UPC sticker
affixed to the underside of the chair. These
chairs were sold exclusively at Cost Plus World
Market and World Market stores nationwide
and online at www.worldmarket.com from July
2015 through October 2015 for about $240.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled chair and return it to any
Cost Plus World Market or World Market store
for a full refund.
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Room & Board Doyle Arm Chairs and
Side Chairs
Hazard: The backrest can break during normal
use, posing a laceration hazard to the user.
This recalls involves Room & Board's Doyle
arm chairs and side chairs. The wood chairs
were sold with and without an upholstered seat
and in five different finishes: Charcoal, cherry, maple, shell and walnut. Each chair has
a barcode printed on a label located under the seat on the inside of the seat frame.
"Room & Board-Handcrafted in Vermont" is inscribed on the seat frame next to the
barcode. A complete list of bar codes included in this recall can be found on the firm's
website. These chairs were sold exclusively at Room & Board stores nationwide and
online at www.roomandboard.com from May 2015 through December 2015 for between
$350 and $520 for the arm chairs and between $300 and $400 for the side chairs.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chairs and contact
Room & Board to receive a free replacement chair or a full refund.

Nipoamerican Mattresses
Hazard: All Niposul and NipoFlorida Elegance, Elegance Gold, and Evolution
mattresses fail to meet the mandatory federal open flame standard for mattresses.
This recall involves all models and sizes of Niposul and NipoFlorida Elegance, Elegance
Gold, and Evolution mattresses. The Elegance and Evolution mattresses are white and
the Elegance Gold mattresses are white with black sides. NIPOBRASILEIRA and
ORIENTAL J2000 are embroidered on the side of the mattress. These mattresses were
sold at Niposul stores in Massachusetts and NipoFlorida stores in Florida from July
2014 through October 2015 for between $1,200 and $6,500.
Remedy: Consumers should contact Niposul
or NipoFlorida for free mattress covers to bring
the mattress into compliance with the federal
standard and protect consumers from a fire.
Assistance with installation is available upon
request.
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Sauder Woodworking Chest of
Drawers
Hazard: The recalled chests are unstable
unless they are properly anchored to the
wall, posing a serious tip-over and
entrapment hazard that could result in
death or serious injuries to children. Due
to a manufacturing problem, these chests
do not comply with the voluntary safety
standard.
These dressers were sold exclusively online at www.walmart.com from April 2016
through June 2016 for about $100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any recalled chests that are not
properly anchored to the wall and place them in an area that children cannot access.
Sauder Woodworking is contacting all known purchasers directly and sending free
repair kits and wall anchoring kits. If a consumer is unable or unwilling to attach the
repair kit, they should contact Sauder Woodworking for a full refund. Consumers who
request a refund will be provided instructions on how to properly dispose of the chests.

Brown Jordan Services Swivel Patio Chairs
Hazard: The base of the chair can break during normal use, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves Hampton Bay Fall River swivel dining and lounge chairs. The chairs
are made of steel with a round swivel base and arm rests. The chairs have a red or
green cushion, or are prepared for a custom slipcover with white liner fabric covering
the cushions. Chairs were sold in either sets of two or as part of patio sets, which
included accompanying patio tables. These chairs were sold exclusively at Home Depot
and online at homedepot.com from October
2012 through January 2015 for about $200 for
a set of two chairs to $550 for a 7-piece patio
set.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the chairs and contact Brown Jordan
Services for a free repair kit.
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H-E-B Brazos Embossed Star Chairs
Hazard: Weld defects can cause the armrest to detach
from base, posing a fall hazard to consumers.
This recall involves Brazos Embossed star chairs that are
brown metal with welded construction and an embossed
star design on the back of the chair. The white hangtag on
this item has the following product identification: UPC
number 8502430906 and item code number 194781. The
chair measures 24 inches wide and 33.5 inches in height. These chairs were sold
exclusively at H-E-B stores from February 2016 through September 2016 for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chair and return it to
the store where purchased for a full refund.

Bernhardt Marquesa Dressers and Nightstands
Hazard: The recalled dressers are unstable if they are not properly anchored to the
wall, posing a serious tip-over and entrapment hazard that can result in death or injuries
to children.
This recall involves Marquesa mirrored glass front dressers with model number 359-044
and Marquesa mirrored glass front nightstands with model number 359-234. Both
models have a gray cashmere finish and mirrored glass drawer fronts with metal
overlays. The series and style numbers are printed on a white label on the back of the
product. The first three characters of the number will be 359 followed by the style
number. Recalled style numbers include the 044 Marquesa 6-Drawer Dresser and the
234 2-Drawer Marquesa Nightstand. This furniture was sold
at independent furniture stores nationwide from March 2015
through May 2016 for between $2,000 and $4,200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any
recalled dressers and nightstands that are not properly
anchored to the wall and place them into an area that
children cannot access. Contact the store where purchased
or Bernhardt for a free counterweight repair kit including a
wall anchor. Bernhardt is offering a free in-home installation
of the counterweight repair kit.
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Bungee Chairs
Hazard: The chair’s bungee rivets can snap, posing a fall
hazard.
This recall involves Captiva Designs bungee chairs with
model number AC098 printed on the header cards of the
product packages. The collapsible chair has a navy blue
and teal nylon and bungee seat and black metal legs. The
chair’s bungee cords are laced through the seat frame.
These chairs were sold exclusively at Big 5 Sporting Goods
stores nationwide from May 2016 through July 2016 for about $30.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bungee chairs and
return them to any Big 5 Sporting Goods store for a full refund.

Grand Rapids Sadie Chairs and Barstools
Hazard: The back leg of the chairs can bend and the seat tabs or screws on the seat
can loosen. When loose, pinch points between the seat and steel frame are created,
posing a risk of injury.
This recall involves Grand Rapids Chair Company Sadie chairs (model 837) and
barstools (model 837S). The model number is printed on the underside of the chair, on
the care and use instruction label. The chairs have a seat height of 18.5” and overall
width of 22.5”, and the barstools have a seat height of 30” and overall width of 22.5”.
The Sadie chairs have a steel frame of various colors
with a wood seat base and seatback. The Sadie
barstools have a steel frame of various colors, with a
footrest and a wood seat base and seatback. These
chairs were sold exclusively by Grand Rapids Chair
sales representatives and distributors from June 2014
through January 2016 for between $150 and $200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using
these recalled chairs and barstools and contact Grand
Rapids Chair Company to schedule a free repair.
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Summer Classics Swivel Rocking Lounge
Chairs
Hazard: The seat bucket of the lounge chairs can break
away from the base while a user is in the chair, posing a
fall hazard.
This recall involves Summer Classics swivel rocking
lounge chairs in the Aire, Belize, Bentley, Charleston,
and Skye styles in multiple colors and finishes. The
chairs are made for outdoor use and are designed to
swivel 360 degrees and rock back and forth. All the chair styles, except the Bentley
style, come with detachable cushions. An “SC” brass logo is affixed to the back of the
chairs. These chairs were sold at Summer Classics stores and other stores nationwide
from September 2015 through October 2016 for between $1,100 and $2,400.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled lounge chairs and
contact Summer Classics for a full refund. The firm is contacting all known purchasers
directly.

Hillsdale Furniture Children’s Bunk Beds
Hazard: The bunk bed’s side mattress support rails can crack or break, posing a fall
hazard.
This recall involves Chadwick bunk beds. The wooden bunk beds were sold in white
(model 1030), mission oak (models 1245 and 1589) and in a twin over full combination.
All models were available with the option of either: a storage drawer, a trundle or
nothing under the lower bunk. Hillsdale Furniture, Made in Vietnam and the model
number appear on a label affixed to the inside of the bed rail or foot board. These beds
were sold at Bob’s Discount Furniture stores
nationwide and online from August 2010 through
July 2014 for about $400.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using
the bunk beds and contact Hillsdale Furniture to
arrange for the free installation of free replacement
rails by Bob’s Discount Furniture.
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BESTAR Juvenile Dressers
Hazard: The recalled dressers are unstable, posing a serious
tip-over and entrapment hazard that can result in death or
serious injuries to children.
This recall involves BESTAR Dream Dressers. The dressers
are juvenile five-drawer dressers sold as part of the Juvenil
four-piece children’s bedroom set. The dressers were sold in
the colors brown and white. The dressers are 48 inches high,
30 inches wide and 16 inches deep, and weigh about 108 lbs. They have a melamine
resin surface and the drawer handles have a matte chrome finish. The brown dresser is
model number 49250-1152 and the white dresser is model number 49250-1117. The
model number is on the box and the brochure. Both dressers have UPC number
63753045292 on the box and the brochure. These dressers were sold online from June
2014 through October 2015 for about $300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled dressers and place
the furniture into areas that children cannot access. Contact BESTAR for a free repair
kit containing two boards that the consumer can attach to the back of the unit, screws, a
metal bracket tip-over restraint, a power drill and drill bit, new feet for the dresser, new
installation instructions and warning labels. BESTAR is offering free in home installation
to any consumer who needs help installing the repair kit. If a consumer is unable or
unwilling to install the repair kit, BESTAR will pick up the dresser and provide a full
refund of the purchase price.

Hallee Bed Canopies
Hazard: A child can become entangled in the
bed canopy, posing entanglement and
strangulation hazards.
These canopies were sold exclusively online at
www.Amazon.com from July 2016 through
August 2016 for about $45.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled bed canopies and contact
Hallee for a full refund or a replacement bed
canopy with new warning labels.
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LF Products Sawyer Barstools
Hazard: Screws on the barstools can loosen, posing a fall hazard
to the user.
This recall involves LF Products Sawyer swivel barstools sold in
black, white, distressed blue, and dark brown. The recalled
barstools have a tan cushion and were sold in two heights, 24
inches and 30 inches. “LF Products” is printed on a label affixed
to the barstool. These barstools were sold exclusively at Bed Bath
& Beyond stores nationwide and online from May 2012 through
March 2016 for between $90 and $110.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately check to ensure that the hardware on their
barstools is secure. Consumers with barstools that have loosened screws should
download and review the revised assembly instructions at
www.bedbathandbeyond.com/sawyerstoolinstructions and reassemble the barstools.

Wamsutta Mattress Pads
Hazard: The mattress pads fail to meet the mandatory federal flammability standard for
mattresses and mattress pads, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves all sizes of Wamsutta Dream Zone cotton 800 thread count mattress
pads, manufactured from August 2015 through January 2016. Hollander Sleep
Products, style number 266BB and the manufacture
date are printed on a label on a side of the mattress
pad. These mattress pads were sold at Bed, Bath &
Beyond stores nationwide and online from August
2015 through January 2016 for between $110 and
$170.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the mattress pads and contact Hollander
Sleep Products for postage paid shipping label and
instructions on returning the product for a full
refund.
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Raynor Eurotech Lume Office Chairs
Hazard: The chair seat can detach, posing a fall hazard to
consumers.
This recall involves Eurotech Lume office chairs. The
black, mesh mid-back, adjustable chairs have a black base
with five wheels. Item number MF2500 and the date of
manufacture in YY/MM/DD format are printed on a label
located on the underside of the seat. Dates of manufacture
included in the recall are between 14/10/08 and 15/10/16.
These chairs were sold at Davies Office and Office
Furniture Depot stores and by other independent
distributors from January 2015 through November 2015 for about $300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chairs and contact
Raynor to receive a full refund.

Steelcase “Rocky” Swivel Chairs
Hazard: The screws connecting the seat and back to the base of the chair can detach,
posing a fall hazard to the user.
This recall involves 12 models of Steelcase "Rocky" style swivel chairs manufactured
between 2005 and 2015. The molded polypropylene chairs were sold in black and white
with the option of an upholstered seat and back, seat only or no upholstery. The chairs
have a foldable seat, molded-in arms and either a fourstar wheel base or a five-star wheel base. Model numbers
can be found on the underside of the seat. The following
model numbers are included in the recall: 112101,
112201S, 112201, 112301, 112401S, 112401, 112301ST,
112401SST, 112401ST, 112301J, 112401SJ and
112401J. These chairs were sold at Steelcase
independently owned dealers nationwide from August
2005 to June 2015 for between $500 and $1,550.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled chairs and contact Steelcase to arrange for a free
repair.
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West Elm Saddle Bar and Counter Stools
Hazard: The legs on the stools can break, posing a fall
hazard.
The Saddle bar and counter stools have solid wood legs
with a pecan-stained finish and were sold in four upholstery
options: elephant leather, crosshatch steel/ivory, slate
chevron and iron basketweave. The seat height for the bar
stools is 30.5 inches with overall dimensions of 20.5 inches
wide by 20 inches deep by 41 inches tall. The seat height for
the counter stools is 26 inches with overall dimensions of
20.5 inches wide by 20 inches deep by 37.5 inches high. SKU numbers are located on
the box of the product, the customer receipt and on a sticker on the bottom of the seat.
Recalled SKU numbers are: 652164, 655472, 1220763, 1235506, 1425487, 1591601,
1699289, 1700749, 1795665, 1795566, 4737185, 4737318, 8447229, 8447476,
9082843 and 9087271. These stools were sold exclusively at West Elm stores, online at
www.westelm.com and the West Elm catalogue nationwide from July 2013 through
November 2015 for between $370 and $500 for single stools and between $740 and
$1,000 for a set of two.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled stools and contact
West Elm for information on returning the stools for a full refund.

Pier 1 Imports Capella Island Swivel Dining Chairs
Hazard: The chairs can break at the base, posing fall hazard to the user.
This recall involves Pier 1 Imports Capella Island
Swivel Dining chairs. The plastic wicker chairs have a
natural wood color. The chair measures about 26
inches wide by 26 inches deep and 39 inches high.
These chairs were sold exclusively at Pier 1 Imports
stores nationwide and online at Pier1.com from
January 2015 through October 2015 for between
$240 and $500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using
the recalled chairs and return them to any Pier 1
Imports store for a full refund or a merchandise credit.
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TJX Foldable Lounge Chairs
Hazard: The chairs can collapse unexpectedly, posing a
fall and injury hazard.
TJX has received 15 reports of injuries from collapsing
chairs. Injuries included back and tailbone injuries, one
report of a fractured finger, three reports of stitches to
fingers and reports of cut, bruised or swollen fingers.
These chairs were sold at T.J. Maxx and Marshalls
stores nationwide during March 2016 for about $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled foldable chairs and
return them to any T.J. Maxx or Marshalls store for a full refund.

Noble House Counter Stools
Hazard: The kick plates of the counter stools can have a sharp
edge, posing a laceration hazard to consumers.
These stools were sold online from October 2013 through
March 2015 for about $120.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled stools and remove the kick plates from the stools and
contact Noble House for free replacement kick plates, including
shipping.

Staples “Back in Motion” Office Chairs
Hazard: The chair can tip over when leaning back, posing a
fall hazard.
These chairs were sold at Staples stores nationwide and
online at Staples.com and Quill.com from January 2014
through January 2016 for about $215.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled office
chair and contact Staples for a free replacement base.
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Far East Brokers Chairs and Swings
Hazard: The screen-printing on the fabric of the
chairs and swings contains excessive levels of
lead, which is a violation of the federal lead paint
standard.
These chairs and swings were sold at Weis
Markets, wholesale distributors, grocery and drug
stores nationwide from January 2016 through
April 2016 for between $10 and $50.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chairs and swings,
take them away from children and return them to the place of purchase for a full refund.

Office Depot Crawley II Executive Chairs
Hazard: The seat plate weld can break, posing a fall hazard
to consumers.
This recall involves Crawley II executive chairs. The black,
high-back, adjustable chairs have a black base with five
wheels. The affected chairs have Office Depot SKU number
493822 or OfficeMax item number 23324118 and "US REG.
No. PA 25917(CN)" printed on a label located on the
underside of the seat cushion. These chairs were sold at
Office Depot and OfficeMax retail stores nationwide and
online from October 2012 through September 2015 for
about $140.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chair and contact
Office Depot to receive a free replacement seat plate that consumers can install at
home.
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Office Depot Winsley Mid-Back Chairs
Hazard: The chair can tip over when leaning back, posing a fall
hazard.
These chairs were sold at Office Depot and OfficeMax stores
nationwide and online at officedepot.com from August 2015
through August 2016 for about $150.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chair and contact
Office Depot to receive a free repair kit.

Jofran Boulder Ridge Cement Dining Room Table
Hazard: A stress fracture can form in the table, posing an injury hazard.
The Boulder Ridge Rectangular 78" Dining Room Table has a cement top with a
wooden base. The serial numbers on the recalled tables, found on the underside of the
cement top, begin with V12760A, V12760B, V12860A or V13034. These tables were
sold at Jordan's Furniture, Kittles Home Furnishings, Nebraska Furniture Mart, W.E.
Smithe Furniture and other retailers nationwide from May 2015 through October 2015
for about $1,100.
Remedy: Consumers should
immediately stop using the stop
using the recalled table and
contact the Jofran dealer where
the table was purchased to
schedule a free repair.
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Sporting Goods and
Recreational Vehicles
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Club Car Precedent Gas
Golf and Transport
Vehicles
Hazard: An improperly factoryinstalled hose clamp can rub
and wear a hole in the fuel tank,
causing a leak and posing a fire
hazard.
The 2014-2016 Precedent gas
golf and transport vehicles,
which vary in size, models and
colors, are used for short-distance transportation. The recalled vehicles can be
identified by the model and serial numbers. Serial numbers are above and to the right of
the accelerator pedal. The model number is the first two letters of the serial number.
Recalled models and serial numbers include: Precedent 12 Gas vehicles with model
number SL and serial number range 1438-497172 to 1604-619273, Precedent 12L Gas
vehicles with model number SM and serial number range 1503-527138 to 1603-619240,
Precedent 12 4-Passenger Gas vehicles with model number SN and serial number
range 1502-525626 to 1604-619488, Precedent 12 Signature Gas vehicles with model
number SU and serial number range 1516-545869 to 1603-618029 and Precedent 12
Signature 4-Passenger Gas vehicles with model number SV and serial number range
1506-530816 to 1546-608008. These vehicles were sold at authorized Club Car dealers
nationwide between July 2014 and August 2015 for between $5,000 and $9,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the vehicles and contact Club Car
to schedule a free repair.

Kona Wo Bicycles
Hazard: The bicycle fork can crack or
break, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves all 2014 Kona Wo
bicycles with a charcoal black frame
and silver decals. The word "Wo" is
on the top tube of the frame and the
word "Kona" is on the down tube of
the frame and on the side of the seat.
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These bicycles were sold at authorized Kona dealers nationwide from September 2013
through July 2014 for about $1,700.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycles and contact
Kona or an authorized Kona dealer for a free replacement and installation of the bicycle
fork.

Ski-Doo Snowmobiles
Hazard: Internal damage to the fuel hose can
cause a leak, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves 68 models of 2016 Ski-Doo
snowmobiles equipped with a 600 HO E-TEC
engine or an 800R E-TEC engine. The VIN is
scribed on the vehicle description decal, which
is located on the right hand side of the tunnel.
The vehicles came in various colors. These
vehicles were sold at Ski-Doo dealers nationwide from September 2015 to November
2015 from about $12,000 to $17,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact
BRP to schedule a free repair.

Felt Mountain Bicycles
Hazard: The carbon seat post originally sold with the bicycle can crack and break,
posing injury and fall hazards to the rider.
This recall involves all model year 2015 Felt Double Double 30, NINEe 20 and Edict 1
mountain bicycles. The bicycles were sold with carbon fiber seat posts. The model
name is printed on the top tube of the
bicycles. The Felt logo is on the down
tube of the Double Double 30 and the
NINEe20, and on the top tube of the
Edict 1. The Double Double 30 was sold
in the color blue. The NINEe 20 was sold
in a gray and orange color scheme. The
Edict 1 was sold in a black and blue
color scheme. These bicycles were sold
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at bicycle specialty stores nationwide from August 2014 through September 2015 for
between $2,000 and $5,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycles and contact
their local Felt Bicycles dealer for a free inspection and seat post replacement.

Kubota Utility Vehicles
Hazard: Combustible debris can make contact
with the exhaust manifold and ignite, posing a
fire hazard.
This recall involves model year 2013, 2014 and
2015 Kubota RTV-X1100C series dieselpowered utility vehicles. Recalled utility
vehicles come in the colors orange and camouflage and have serial numbers ranging
from 10001 to 23172. The model number is on the side of the unit and on the data plate
on the back of the cab, between the cab and the bed. The serial number is also on the
data plate. These vehicles were sold at authorized Kubota dealers nationwide from
October 2013 to October 2015 for between $21,000 and $22,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled utility vehicles, park
them away from combustible materials and contact an authorized Kubota dealer for a
free inspection and free repair and should follow their directions. Kubota is contacting
consumers directly.

Polaris Snowmobiles
Hazard: The steering pitman arm or drag link can crack and result in a loss of steering,
posing a crash hazard.
This recall involves the following model
year 2015 snowmobiles: 600 RUSH
PRO-S, 600 RUSH PRO-X, 600
SWITCHBACK PRO-S, 600
SWITCHBACK PRO-X, 600
SWITCHBACK ADVENTURE, 800
RUSH PRO-S, 800 RUSH PRO-X, 800
SWITCHBACK PRO-S, 800
SWITCHBACK PRO-X, 550 INDY
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Voyageur 155, and 550 INDY Adventure 155. The 2015 600 / 800 AXYS RUSH and
Switchbacks were solid in black, red/ white, and silver / black color schemes. The AXYS
RUSH and Switchbacks have either "600" or "800" decal on the hood along with either
"RUSH" or "Switchback" on the rear of the left and right sides of the rear suspension
tunnel. The 550 INDY Adventures and Voyageurs were sold in red or blue and have
either "Adventure" or "Voyageur" decals on the left and right engine compartment side
panels. The following model numbers are included in the recall: S15DP6PS / SA / SL,
S15DF6PEL, S15DS6PS / SA / SL, S15DR6PEL, S15DA6PSL / SM, S15DA6PEL,
S15DP8PS / SA / SL, S15DF8PS, S15DF8PEL, S15DS8PS / SA / SL, S15DR8PS / EL,
S15CU5BSL / EL and S15CJ5BSL / EL. These snowmobiles were sold at Polaris
dealers nationwide from April 2014 through November 2015 for between $8,000 and
$13,600.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled snowmobiles and
contact their local Polaris dealer to schedule a free repair.
Polaris RZR XP Turbo Recreational OffHighway Vehicles
Hazard: The vehicles' engine can overheat
and turbo system’s drain tube can loosen,
posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves all model year 2016
Polaris RZR XP Turbo and RZR XP 4 Turbo
recreational off-highway vehicles. The ROVs were sold in blue, gray, orange and red
and have two or four seats and a rear box. “RZR” is printed on the rear box or on the
right and left rear fenders and “Turbo” on the hood or on the right and left front fenders.
“Polaris” is stamped onto the front grill. All model and Vehicle Identification Numbers
(VINs) are included in this recall. These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide
from August 2015 through July 2016 for between $25,000 and $27,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact
Polaris to schedule a free repair. Consumers will receive an extended warranty on each
repaired RZR Turbo and a discount towards the purchase of a new vehicle.
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Kawasaki Teryx and Teryx4
Recreational Off-Highway
Vehicles
Hazard: Sticks or other debris can
break through the vehicle's floor board
and protrude into the foot rest area,
posing an injury hazard to the operator
and front passenger.
The recall involves 2012 and 2013
model year Teryx4™ 750 4x4 (four
seats) and 2014, 2015, 2016 model year Teryx® 800 4x4 (two seats) and 2014, 2015
and 2016 model year Teryx4 800 4x4 (four seats) recreational off-highway vehicles.
These four-wheel off-highway vehicles have automotive style controls and seating for
two or four. The Teryx 800 has side-by-side seating for two people, two doors, a roll bar
with hand holds and a cargo bed. The Teryx4 750 and Teryx 4 800 have side-by-side
seating for four people, four doors, a roll bar with hand holds and a cargo bed. The
models come in three different styles: Non-EPS, EPS and EPS LE. The LE style has a
roof and aluminum wheels. The model name is printed on the driver's side of the hood
or on the left and right front fender.
The 2012 Teryx4 750 model comes in blue, camo, green, yellow, and red. The 2013
Teryx4 750 model comes in black, camo, green, red, white, and yellow. The 2014
Teryx4 800 model comes in green, camo, yellow, and orange. The 2015 Teryx4 800
model comes in green, orange, white, camo, and black. The 2016 Teryx4 800 model
comes in camo, white, green, red, and gray. The 2014 Teryx 800 model comes in
camo, green, and blue. The 2015 Teryx 800 comes in green, white, black and camo.
The 2016 Teryx 800 comes in green, gray, camo, and white. These vehicles were sold
at Kawasaki dealers nationwide from November 2011 through November 2015 for
between $13,400 and $16,300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact
an authorized Kawasaki dealer to schedule a free repair, consisting of the installation of
floor board guards and replacing damaged floorboards. Consumers with previously
repaired vehicles should contact Kawasaki dealers to receive this additional repair.
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Focus Izalco Max Bicycles
Hazard: The headset could cause the
carbon-fiber fork steer tube to crack, posing a
fall hazard.
This recall involves the 2014-2015 Focus
Izalco Max bicycles with Acros-brand upper
headsets. The headsets are black with the
word "Acros" printed in white on the upper headset. These bicycles were sold at
Independent bicycle retailers nationwide and online at www.bikebling.com and
carbonconnection.com from January 2014 through August 2015 for between $1,800
and $9,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycles and contact
Focus Bicycles to schedule a free repair.

Origin8 Folding Bicycles
Hazard: The frame on the folding bicycles can break, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves three models, the F1, F3 and F7. The F1 model is a single speed
folding bike which came in matte black and can be identified by the "F1" on the top tube.
The F3 model is a three speed folding bike which came in white and can be identified by
"F3" on the top tube. The F7 model is a seven speed folding bike which came in
battleship gray and can be identified by "F7" on the top tube. The serial number is
located on the bottom tube, near the bike
pedals. Serial number ranges included in the
recall are as follows: F1 Model with serial
number ranges B0470373-B0470459,
B181460001-B181460100 and B13223229B13223374; F3 Model with serial number
ranges B181460101-B181460200, B0470460B0470580, B130170001-B130170147 and
B181404945-B181405079; and F7 Model with
serial number ranges B181460201B181460320. B0470581-B0470746,
B131070148-B130170279, B13223375-
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B13223510 and B181405080-B181405255. These bicycles were sold at independent
bicycles dealers nationwide between August 2012 and October 2015 for between $370
and $480.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled bicycles immediately and return
them to the place where purchased for a free replacement bicycle.

Stolen Series BMX Bicycles
Hazard: The bicycles fail to meet the
federal bicycle standard. The bicycle's front
wheel can detach due to improperly fitting
retention washers, posing a fall hazard to
the rider.
This recall involves Stolen series BMX
bicycles, including Stolen Agent 16CB and
16FW, Stolen Compact, Stolen Casino and Stolen Stereo models. "Stolen" and the
model name are printed on the frame of the bicycles. The Agent 16-inch bikes were sold
in dark blue, the Compact 20-inch bikes were sold in neon orange and satin white, the
Casino 20-inch bikes were sold in phosphate raw (gray), highlight yellow and electric
red, and the Stereo 20-inch bikes were sold in satin black and electric green. These
bicycles were sold BMX bicycle/product dealers, Stolen series BMX distributors and
specialty bicycle retailers nationwide and online at www.QBP.com and other BMX
bicycle/product websites from September 2015 through October 2015 for between $230
and $350.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled BMX bicycles and
return them to the store where purchased for a free inspection and free replacement
wheel retention washers.

Chillafish Children’s Bikes
Hazard: Overinflated tires can cause the wheel
rims to crack and send pieces of the plastic rim
flying, posing a laceration hazard.
This recall includes all Chillafish BMXie,
Chillafish Jack and Chillafish Josie balance
bikes. The bikes were designed for children
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ages 2 to 5 and have no pedals and no chains. BMXie bikes are made of plastic. The
bikes are about 31.5 inches long with a seat that can be adjusted from about 12.5
inches high to about 15.5 inches high and have a detachable foot support. BMXie bikes
were sold in the colors blue, lime green, pink, red and yellow. Item reference number
CPMX01BLU, CPMX01LIM, CPMX01PIN, CPMX01RED or CPMX01YEL is on a label
on the bottom of the bike frame. Jack and Josie bikes have steel frames. The bikes are
about 34 inches long with a seat that can be adjusted from about 14 inches high to
about 17 inches high. Jack bikes were sold in a black and orange color scheme with
flames on the crosstube and item reference number CPJJ02BLA on a label on the
bottom of the bike frame. Josie bikes were sold in a white and pink color scheme with
flowers on the crosstube and item reference number CPJJ02WHI on a label on the
bottom of the bike frame. These bikes were sold at Sam's Club stores nationwide and
online at Amazon .com, Target.com and ToysRUs.com from November 2013 through
November 2015 for between $55 and $80.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop children from using the recalled bikes
until the tires are deflated to a pressure at or below 32 psi and contact Chillafish for a
free repair.

Arctic Cat Snowmobiles
Hazard: The brakes can fail,
posing a risk of injury or death to
the operator.
This recall involves all model
year 2016 Arctic Cat turbo 9000
snowmobiles. Recalled models include the M 9000, XF 9000, XF9000 Cross Trek and
ZR 9000 snowmobiles. The recalled snowmobiles were sold in the colors black, green,
orange and white. The model name is on a decal on the top of the chassis between the
seat and the rear bumper. The name Arctic Cat is on each side of the snowmobiles. The
letter G in the 10th position of the vehicle identification number (VIN) indicates that the
unit was made in the 2016 model year. The VIN is stamped into the chassis near the
right foot rest. These snowmobiles were sold exclusively at Arctic Cat dealers
nationwide from June 2015 through January 2016 for between $14,000 and $16,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled snowmobiles and
contact an Arctic Cat dealer to schedule a free repair.
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HEAD USA Ski and Snowboard Helmets
Hazard: The helmets do not comply with the
impact requirements of safety standards for
helmets, posing a risk of head injury.
This recall involves six models of HEAD ski and
snowboard helmets: Agent, Alia, Andor, Arise, Arosa and Avril. They were sold in sizes
M/L and XL/XXL in black, blue, green white and yellow, with straps in a variety of colors.
HEAD, the model name, size and Production Code: Dec. 2014 are printed on stickers
that can be found by lifting the lining above the right earpiece. These helmets were sold
at specialty ski and snowboard shops and online from January 2015 through December
2015 for between $80 and $120.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled helmets and contact
Head USA to receive a free replacement helmet.

Bring Your Adventure Sports (BYA)
Skyline Zipline Kits
Hazard: A crimp in the zipline can fail allowing
the cable to pull free or become slack while in
use, posing a fall hazard to the user.
This recall involves BYA Sports Skyline
backyard zipline kits sold in 60-, 75- and 90foot cable lengths. The kits were sold in
camouflage packaging containing a main
cable, trolley, short cable, turnbuckle and u-clamps. The following bar codes are found
on the bottom left side of the packaging: 7456111220012 (60-ft.), 7456111220029 (75ft.), and 7456111220036 (90 ft.). The BYA logo and "Skyline (60, 75 or) 90 Zipline Kit"
are printed on the front of the packaging. These kits were sold at REI and other sporting
goods stores nationwide and online at promotive.com from August 2013 through July
2015 for between $100 and $130.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled zipline kits and
contact BYA Sports for a free replacement kit.
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KYMCO Utility Vehicles
Hazard: The throttle can fail to return to idle
causing the rider to lose control, posing
crash and injury hazards.
This recall involves all model years 2015
and 2016 UXV 450i, UXV 450i LE and UXV
450i Turf models. Recalled utility vehicles
come in the colors blue, camouflage, matte
black, gold, green, red, blue and black. The
model year 2015 recalled vehicles are those units with the last six numbers of the
vehicle identification numbers (VIN) between 100101 and 190370. The model year 2016
recalled vehicles are those units with the last six numbers of the vehicle identification
numbers (VIN) between 190371 and 260240. The VIN can be found on the frame
behind the right front wheel. UXV is printed on each side of the rear cargo box and on
the hood. KYMCO is printed on the side panels. These vehicles were sold at authorized
KYMCO dealers nationwide from June 2014 through November 2015 for between
$8,000 and $8,700.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled utility vehicles and
contact an authorized KYMCO dealer for a free inspection and free repair.

Rollerblade USA Inline Skating Helmets
Hazard: The helmet’s plastic shell can crack where the straps attach, causing the
helmet to shift and move on the wearer’s head. This can result in a head injury hazard
to the user in the event of a fall.
These helmets were sold at Inline Warehouse,
Paragon Athletic Goods, Summit Sports and other
sporting goods stores and Rollerblade helmet
dealers nationwide and online from November
2014 through January 2016 for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled helmets and contact the firm for
instructions on receiving a full refund.
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Anchor Industries Safety Pool Covers
Hazard: The brass-plated snap hooks used to
connect the cover's cables to the wall can
break, posing a drowning risk.
This recall involves mesh and solid-material
Anchor 5-Star, Anchor Mesh, Classic Solid and
Defender Mesh brand custom safety pool
covers. The covers' cables are connected to the
pool wall using brass-plated snap hooks with a gold-tone spring tab, a seam and a hook
end with a bezel. The date of manufacture appears on the warning label on the
underside of each pool cover. Manufacture dates of "Sep 14," "Oct 14" and "Nov 14" are
subject to the recall. These pool covers were sold at independent pool supply stores
and dealers nationwide from September 2014 to November 2014 for $3,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact their pool cover dealer to schedule an
inspection and replacement of the snap hooks.

Yamaha Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: Water can get into the throttle cable and if it freezes during cold weather, the
ice can prevent the throttle from returning to idle. This can cause the rider to lose
control, posing crash and injury hazards.
This recall involves model year 2016 YXZ1000R and YXZ1000R SE Side-by-Side utility
vehicles sold in four colors: orange and black, blue and white, silver and red, and yellow
and white. The model name (YXZ…) and “1000” is displayed in a graphic on both the
left and right side of the vehicle. The vehicle identification number (VIN) is stamped on
the frame near the driver’s side rear wheel. The letter G in the 10th position of the VIN
number indicates that the unit was made in the 2016 model year. These vehicles were
sold at Yamaha side-by-side dealers
nationwide from September 2015 to February
2016 for between $19,800 and $21,600.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled utility vehicles and contact
their local Yamaha dealer to schedule a free
repair.
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Polaris RZR Recreational Off-Highway
Vehicles
Hazard: The recalled ROVs can catch fire while
consumers are driving, posing fire and burn
hazards to drivers and passengers.
Visit www.polaris.com to determine if your RZR
ROVs VIN number is included in this recall.
2013/2014 RZR XP 900 3NSJT9EAXEF364144 – 3NSJT9EA4EF385345
4XAJT87A0DP456738 – 4XAJT87A8EF366714 2014/2015/2016 RZR XP 1000
*additional VIN numbers included. Visit Polaris.com. 3NSVDE992FF361215 –
3NSVDE998GF784060 4XAST1EA0EB165962 – 4XAVFE992GB344924 2015/2016
RZR 900 *additional VIN numbers included. Visit Polaris.com. NSVAE871FF366883 –
3NSVAE874GH861374 4XAVAA878FB926614 – 4XAVAE873GB673176 2015/2016
RZR S 900 *additional VIN numbers included. Visit Polaris.com. 3NSVBE870FF361395
– 3NSVBA876GH860331 4XAVBE879FP340592 – 4XAVBE876GB673749 2016 RZR S
1000 *additional VIN numbers included. Visit Polaris.com 3NSVBE994GH102740 –
3NSVBE99XGH108171 4XAVBE995GP340655 – 4XAVBE997GB673744 The VIN is
normally located on the driver’s side rear frame rail, above the PVT cover. Check your
Owner’s Manual if you have any difficulty locating the VIN. VINs are not sequential and
not all VINs in the ranges above are included in this recall. To determine if a specific
ROV is included in this recall visit www.Polaris.com and click on “Off-Road Safety
Recalls” under the “Rider Community” heading. The ROVs were sold at Polaris dealers
nationwide from July 2012 through April 2016 for between $16,000 and $26,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact
their local Polaris dealer to schedule a free repair.

Cub Cadet Utility Vehicles
Hazard: The parking brake cable can fail,
posing a crash hazard.
This recall involves model year 2015 Cub
Cadet Challenger CX500 and Challenger
CX700 four-wheel drive off-road utility
vehicles. The recalled vehicles have two
bucket seats, roll bars, a canopy, a twopiece windshield, a 35.5-inch by 44-inch
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cargo bed and a winch. The vehicles were sold in the colors camouflage and yellow.
Challenger utility vehicles with the following model numbers are being recalled:
37AW7CKD010, 37AW7CLD010, 37AX7CKD010, 37AX7CLD010, 37AW7CKD710,
37AW7CLD710, 37AX7CKD710 and 37AX7CLD710. The model number is located
under the driver’s seat. These vehicles were sold at Cub Cadet dealers nationwide from
April 2015 through October 2015 for between $8,500 to $9,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact a
Cub Cadet dealer to schedule an appointment for a free repair.

Stile/Tern Folding Bicycles
Hazard: The bike’s frame can crack at the
hinge on the top tube, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves Eclipse S11i and Verge
S11i, X10, X20 and X30h models of Tern
brand folding bikes. The 24-inch wheel Eclipse
model was sold in a silver/black color
combination. The 20-inch wheel Verge models were sold in silver/black, orange/white,
red/black and yellow/grey color combinations. “Tern” is printed on the front end of the
top tube and on portion of the frame. The model name is printed on the middle of the
top tube. The frame has a 10-character alphanumeric serial number that begins with
AM1A or from AM1102 through AM1208. The serial number is stamped on the bottom
bracket shell of the bike. These bicycles were sold at authorized Stile/Tern dealers
nationwide from January 2012 to April 2016 for between $1,800 and $3,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop riding the bicycle and contact Stile
Products or take the bike to an authorized dealer. Consumers will receive a free frame
and have it installed at no cost.

Kubota Utility Vehicles
Hazard: The steering shaft can break and
cause the operator to lose control of the
vehicle, posing an injury hazard due to risk of
collision.
This recall involves model year 2013, 2014 and
2015 Kubota RTV400 and RTV500 series gas-
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powered utility vehicles. Recalled utility vehicles come in orange and camouflage and
have serial numbers ranging from 10001 to 22042 for the RTV400 and 25083 to 40991
for the RTV500. The model is on the side of the unit and on the data plate on the back
of the cab, between the cab and the bed. The serial number is also on the data plate.
These vehicles were sold at authorized Kubota dealers nationwide from 2010 to 2015
for between $21,000 and $22,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled utility vehicles and
contact an authorized Kubota dealer for a free inspection and free repair.

Honda Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: The front door can open unexpectedly while the vehicle is in use, posing a risk
of injury to occupants.
This recall involves all models of the 2014
Honda Pioneer 700 recreational off-highway
vehicle (ROV). ROVs are motorized off-road
vehicles with a steering wheel, gas and brake
pedals, bucket or bench seats, seat belts and
an occupant protection structure. The recalled
vehicles came in two-seat and four-seat
models and were black with camouflage, olive
or red hood and trim pieces. "HONDA" is on
the front grill and rear tail gate. "Pioneer 700"
appears on a tab on the sides of the vehicle
just behind the driver's and front passenger's seats. The model and serial numbers are
on a certification label affixed to the top rear of the driver's side front wheel well. The
following model numbers and serial number ranges are being recalled:
Model SXS 700M2 2AC with serial number range VE0225E4000006 to
VE022XE4006304, model SXS 700M2 4AC with serial number range VE0284E4000003
to VE0284E4001202, model SXS 700M4 AC with serial number range
VE0204E4000013 to VE020XE4006849 and model SXS 700M4 3AC with serial number
range VE0268E4000004 to VE0269E4001503. These vehicles were sold at authorized
Honda Powersports dealers nationwide from February 2016 through April 2016 for
between $14,000 and $17,200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact
their local authorized Honda dealer to schedule an appointment to have the original
front door striker plates removed and replaced, free of charge.
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BRP Side-by-Side Off-Road Vehicles
Hazard: The steering coupling can strip on the
rack and pinion assembly and result in a loss
of steering control and crash hazard.
This recall involves model year 2013 Can-Am
Commander side-by-side vehicles equipped
with Dynamic Power Steering (DPS). The
vehicles came in various colors. The model
name and Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) is on a label under the glove box. To find
a list of VINs for recalled vehicles, go to www.can-am.brp.com and click on “Owner
Center” and then “Recall Information.” Recalled models include: COMMANDER DPS
1000EFI, COMMANDER DPS 800REFI, COMMANDER LTD 1000EFI, COMMANDER
X 1000EFI, COMMANDER XT 1000EFI and COMMANDER XT XT 800REFI. These
vehicles were sold at Can-Am dealers nationwide from April 2012 through April 2016 for
between $12,600 and $20,100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact
BRP Can-Am side-by-side dealer to schedule an appointment for a vehicle inspection
and free repair.

SCOTT Bicycles with SYNCROS Seat Posts
Hazard: The seat post can break, posing a fall hazard to the rider.
This recall involves model year 2016 SCOTT men’s and women’s road bicycles with
SYNCROS FL 0.1 seat posts. Bicycle models included in the recall are: Addict CX 10
disc, Addict SL, Addict Team Issue, Addict 10, Addict 15, Addict 20, Addict Gravel disc,
Solace Premium disc, Solace 10 disc, Frame set Addict 10 (HMF), Frame set Addict CX
10 disc (HMX) mech / Di2 and Seatpost Syncros FL1.0 Carbon Offset 27.2mm.
“SCOTT” is printed on the bicycle down
tube and “SYNCROS” is printed on the seat
post. The bicycles were sold in black, grey
and white with yellow, orange, green or
blue decals. A complete list of serial
numbers included in the recall can be found
at http://www.scottsports.com/global/en/company/safety-andrecalls. The serial number is printed on a
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white sticker and embossed on the underside of the bicycle frame near the pedals.
These bicycles were sold at authorized SCOTT dealers nationwide and online from
June 2015 through March 2016 for between $3,300 and $9,700.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop riding the recalled bicycles and return
them to an authorized SCOTT dealer to have a free replacement seat post installed.

Pacific Bicycle Infant Bicycle Helmets with Magnetic Chin Straps
Hazard: The magnetic buckle on the helmet’s chin strap
contains small plastic covers and magnets that can come
loose, posing a risk of choking and magnet ingestion to young
children.
This recall involves infant bicycle helmets with magnetic nopinch chin strap buckles. The helmets are made for infants
ranging from one to three years old. The helmet and its straps
come in various colors and design patterns. The buckles have
small plastic covers and enclosed magnets. Only helmets
with the magnetic no-pinch chin strap buckles are affected by
this recall. These helmets were sold exclusively at Target
stores and online at www.target.com from January 2014
through April 2016 for between $18 and $25.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the helmets away from children and
contact Pacific Cycle for instructions on how to receive a free replacement helmet.

Box BMX Bicycle Forks
Hazard: The steer tube can become loose in the crown of the fork, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves Box Components’ carbon
fiber BMX bicycle forks. The forks are black
with “BOX” printed in white on the side. The
model numbers are printed in white letters on
the front face of fork crown. The affected
models have one of the following three serial
numbers printed above the crown: 140508,
140606 or 140702. The affected models
include: XE 20 inch, 10 mm; XE 24 inch, 10
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mm; XL 20 inch, 10 mm; XL 24 inch, 10 mm; and XS 20 inch, 10 mm. These forks were
sold at independent bike shops and online from July 2013 through April 2015 for $300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled forks and contact Box
Components for a free replacement bicycle fork.

Rhino Bighorn Handgun Security
Safes
Hazard: The handgun security safes can be
opened without the use of a combination
allowing unauthorized access to a handgun,
posing a serious risk of injury to children and
others.
This recall involves all Bighorn P-20 handgun security safes. The gray and black safes
are made out of metal, measure about 3.25 inches high by 12 inches wide by 10.5
inches deep and weigh about 15 pounds. The Bighorn logo in blue and a four-button,
back-lit electronic key pad are located on the top of the safe. The handgun security
safes have serial numbers 1412160001 through 1412163000 printed on a sticker on the
right hand side. These safes were sold nationwide from March 2015 through March
2016 for about $75.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled handgun safes and
contact Rhino Metals for instructions and how to return the safe for a full refund.

Kwik Tek Sleds
Hazard: The front handle bar assembly can break, posing a crash hazard.
These sleds were sold at LL Bean, Yukon Charlie’s nationwide and online at
Amazon.com, EMS.com, LLBean.com,
SharperImage.com and YukonCharlies.com
from June 2014 to June 2016 for about $180.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled sleds and contact Kwik Tek
for a free replacement front end.
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Focus Spine Bicycles
Hazard: The bicycle seatstay or linkage
component parts used to connect the seat tube
and rear axle dropouts can be incorrectly sized
which can cause the frame to collapse, posing
a fall hazard to the rider.
This recall involves four models of 2016 Focus
Spine mountain bicycles. The Spine C (carbon) 0.0, Factory, Pro and SL were sold in
three colors: black/white, grey/orange and green/light green/yellow. “Focus” is printed
on the bicycle’s down tube and “Spine” is printed on the top tube. These bicycles were
sold at independent specialty bicycle stores nationwide from October 2015 through April
2016 for between $4,000 and $8,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycles and contact
Focus Bicycles to schedule a free inspection and repair.

Swagway Self-Balancing
Scooters/Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs in the
self-balancing scooters/hoverboards can
overheat, posing a risk of the products smoking, catching fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves the Swagway X1 Hands-Free Smartboard brand of self-balancing
scooters, commonly referred to as hoverboards. Hoverboards have two wheels at either
end of a platform and are powered by lithium-ion battery packs. The Swagway brand X1
hoverboard has “Swagway” printed in the front and comes in gold, black, blue, green,
red, pink or white. These hoverboards were sold at mass merchandisers, department
stores, home improvement stores and others nationwide and online at Amazon.com,
modells.com, swagway.com, target.com and other online retailers from September 2015
through March 2016 for between $400 and $500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled products and
contact Swagway to return their unit to receive a repair or a credit toward the purchase
of a UL 2272 certified Swagtron T1 or T3 model.
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Hoverboard LLC Self-Balancing
Scooters/Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs in the selfbalancing scooters/hoverboards can overheat,
posing a risk of the products smoking, catching fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves Powerboard brand self-balancing scooters, commonly referred to as
hoverboards. The hoverboards have two wheels at either end of a platform and are
powered by lithium-ion battery packs. Powerboard brand hoverboards model #PB-001
were sold in green, blue, black, red, white, chrome, gold chrome and pink, and can be
identified by the POWERBOARD marking on the left side of the board. These
hoverboards were sold at mall kiosks operated by Hoverboard LLC nationwide and
online from September 2015 through April 2016 for between $350 and $1,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled products and
contact Hoverboard LLC to exchange their hoverboard for a free UL-certified
replacement.

Polaris Ranger 570 ROVs
Hazard: The ROVs can overheat during heavy engine loading, slow-speed intermittent
use and/or high outdoor temperatures and catch fire.
This recall involves 2015 and 2016 model year Polaris Ranger 570 recreational offhighway vehicles (ROVs). They have either two or four seats and a rear box. “Ranger”
is printed on the rear box and “570” is printed on the hood. “Polaris” is stamped onto the
front grill. The ROVs were sold in several colors. The following models are included in
the recall. Recalled 2015 models include the Ranger 570, Ranger 570 EPS, Ranger 570
EPS HD, Ranger Crew 570, Ranger Crew 570 EPS. Recalled 2016 models include the
Ranger 570, Ranger 570 2x4, Ranger 570 EPS, Ranger 570 EPS HD, Ranger 570 EPS
ZUG, Ranger Crew 570 and Ranger Crew 570
EPS. These vehicles were sold at Polaris
dealers nationwide from August 2014 through
June 2016 for between $10,000 and $12,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled ROVs and contact Polaris to
schedule a free repair. Polaris is contacting all
known purchasers directly.
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PTX Performance Products SelfBalancing Scooters/Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs in the
self-balancing scooters/hoverboards can
overheat, posing a risk of the products
smoking, catching fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves Airwalk brand self-balancing scooters, commonly referred to as
hoverboards. The hoverboards have two wheels at either end of a platform and are
powered by lithium-ion battery packs. Airwalk brand hoverboards were sold in black or
white colors. The AIRWALK logo is printed on the front right foot pad. These
hoverboards were sold at The Sports Authority, MC Sports stores nationwide and online
at Academy.com and DICKS.com from December 2015 through May 2016 for about
$500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled products and
contact PTX to exchange their hoverboard for a free UL-certified replacement.

Hype Wireless Self-Balancing
Scooters/Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs in the
self-balancing scooters/hoverboards can
overheat, posing a risk of the products
smoking, catching fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves Hype Roam brand selfbalancing scooters, commonly referred to as hoverboards. The hoverboards have two
wheels at either end of a platform and are powered by lithium-ion battery packs. Roam
brand hoverboards were sold in black, red and blue. Roam is printed on a sticker
attached to the undercarriage of the scooter. These hoverboards were sold at Bed Bath
and Beyond, Sports Chalet, VMZ Enterprises LLC and Trans World Entertainment
stores nationwide and online from November 2015 through January 2016 for about
$500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled product and contact
Hype Wireless to exchange their hoverboard for a free UL-compliant replacement.
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Keenford Limited Self-Balancing Scooters/Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs in the
self-balancing scooters/hoverboards can
overheat, posing a risk of the products smoking,
catching fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves iMoto brand self-balancing scooters, commonly referred to as
hoverboards. Hoverboards have two wheels at either end of a platform and are powered
by lithium-ion battery packs. The iMoto Smart Balance Board style (model no. M1A1)
has 6.5 inch wheels and was sold in blue, black, green, multi, pink, yellow, gold-plated
chrome and platinum-plated chrome. The iMoto Smart Balance Board 2.0 style (model
no. M2A2) has 8 inch wheels and was sold in blue, black, black/red, chrome, neon,
Oreo and white. The iMoto Smart Balance Board SUV style (model no. M3A3) has 10
inch wheels and was sold in carbon fiber, mahogany and graffiti. These hoverboards
were sold at Macy’s, The Athlete’s Foot and other stores nationwide and online at
imotohk.com and hoverboard360.com from September 2015 through December 2015
for between $400 and $600.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled products and
contact Keenford Limited to exchange their hoverboard for a refund in the form of a
store credit or a free replacement hoverboard that is certified to comply with UL2272.

Razor Self-Balancing Scooters/Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs in the self-balancing scooters/hoverboards can
overheat, posing a risk of the products smoking, catching fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves non-UL certified Hovertrax brand self-balancing scooters, commonly
referred to as hoverboards. Hovertrax hoverboards have two wheels at either end of
articulated dual platforms and are powered by lithium-ion battery packs. The recalled
Hovertrax brand hoverboards have serial numbers beginning with 55X120-01, 55X12002, 55X110-01, 55X110-02 and 55X230-01. The serial number is printed on a white
sticker on the bottom of the deck or on the
charger. These hoverboards were sold at Big
5, Scheels, Toys R Us and other stores
nationwide and online at Amazon.com,
Razor.com, Target.com, Walmart.com and
other websites from December 2015 through
May 2016 for between $600 and $700.
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Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled products and
contact Razor to return their hoverboard for a free replacement hoverboard that is
certified to comply with UL 2272.

Overstock.com Self-Balancing Scooters/Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs in the
self-balancing scooters/hoverboards can
overheat, posing a risk of the products
smoking, catching fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves all self-balancing scooters,
commonly referred to as hoverboards, sold on
Overstock.com. Hoverboards have two wheels at either end of a platform and are
powered by lithium-ion battery packs. They were sold in a variety of colors and brand
names. These hoverboards were sold online at Overstock.com from September 2015
through December 2015 for between $365 and $485.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled products and
contact Overstock.com for instructions on receiving a full refund.

Digital Gadgets Self-Balancing Scooters/Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs in the self-balancing scooters/hoverboards can
overheat, posing a risk of the products smoking, catching fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves Hover-Way brand self-balancing scooters, commonly referred to as
hoverboards, with model number HWSBB601-R. Hoverboards have two wheels at
either end of a platform and are powered by lithium-ion battery packs. They were sold in
red, black or and white colors. Hover-Way is printed on the hoverboard’s packaging.
These hoverboards were sold on QVC’s televised shopping programs and on QVC’s
website from November 2015 through December 2015 for about $400.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using these recalled products and contact
Digital Gadgets to return their hoverboard for a
full refund.
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Boscov’s Self-Balancing
Scooters/Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs in the selfbalancing scooters/hoverboards can overheat,
posing a risk of the products smoking, catching
fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves Orbit brand self-balancing scooters, commonly referred to as
hoverboards, that were sold by Boscov’s. Hoverboards have two wheels at either end of
a platform and are powered by lithium-ion battery packs. Orbit brand hoverboards were
sold in the following colors: black, blue, gold, green, red and white. “Orbit” is printed on
a black sticker on the underside of the hoverboard. These hoverboards were sold at
Boscov’s stores and online at boscovs.com from December 2015 through May 2016 for
about $350.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled products and
contact Boscov’s to return their hoverboard for a full refund or a store credit.

Yuka Clothing Self-Balancing Scooters/Hoverboards
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery packs in the self-balancing scooters/hoverboards can
overheat, posing a risk of the products smoking, catching fire and/or exploding.
This recall involves Wheeli, 2 Wheelz, Back to the Future, Mobile Tech, Hover Shark,
NWS, X Glider and X Rider brand of self-balancing scooters, commonly referred to as
hoverboards, that were sold by Yuka Clothing. Hoverboards have two wheels at either
end of a platform and are powered by lithium-ion battery packs. The hoverboards were
sold in various colors and do not have any brand labels on them. The hoverboards were
sold with a key fob that turns the hoverboard on and off. These hoverboards were sold
at Yuka Clothing stores nationwide and online choxi.com, groupon.com, Starshop.com
and zulily.com from June 2015 through May
2016 for between $400 and $900.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using these recalled products and contact
Yuka Clothing to return their hoverboard for a
full refund.
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Peg Perego Children’s Ride-On
Vehicles
Hazard: A relay on the circuit board can fail
causing the vehicle’s motor to overheat and
ignite, posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves Peg Perego’s 850 Polaris
Sportsman ride-on, 24-volt battery operated toy
vehicles intended for children ages 5 to 7
years. The ATV-style vehicles for two people are silver, red and black and have four
wheels, a flip-up backrest for the back passenger and a front and rear luggage rack.
Vehicles with date codes 651016, 651017, 651020, 651021, 651022, 651023, 651024,
651027, 651028, 651029, 651030, 660304, 660305, 661123, 661124, 661125 and
661130 are included in this recall. The date code can be found underneath the vehicle
seat. Sportsman Twin and 850 EFI appear on the side of the ride-on vehicle and Polaris
appears on the side of the vehicle’s seat. These vehicles were sold at online retailers
including Amazon.com, Cabelas.com, Target.com, ToysRUs.com and Wal-Mart.com
from October 2014 through April 2016 for between $500 and $600.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop children from using the recalled toy
vehicles and contact Peg Perego to receive a free replacement circuit board with
instructions, including shipping. Consumers can also access the installation instructions
on the firm’s website.

Specialized Road Bicycles
Hazard: The bicycles rear wheel can come out of the dropout causing fractures in the
rear triangle; presenting an injury hazard to riders.
This recall involves 2016 Specialized S-Works Venge Vias and Venge Pro Vias road
bicycles. They were sold in black, white, red and black, white and black and green and
blue color combinations. An S-works or Specialized decal can be found on the
downtube. These bicycles were sold at authorized Specialized retailers from July 2015
through September 2016 for between $6,200 and $12,900.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled bicycles and contact an
Authorized Specialized retailer for free installation
of a new rear derailleur hanger and a safety
inspection.
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Wildhorn Outfitters Outpost Camping
Hammocks
Hazard: The cinch buckles that came with the
hammocks and suspension kit can fail, causing
straps to detach from hammock, posing a fall hazard.
This recall to repair involves the Outpost 1
Hammock, made for one person, and the Outpost II
Hammock, the two-person model, and one standalone Wildhorn Outfitters Litespeed
Suspension Kit. The 100-percent nylon hammocks come in various colors including
gray, blue, orange and green. “Wildhorn Outfitters” is stitched on a label on the
hammocks. These hammocks were sold online at amazon.com and
wildhornoutfitters.com from June 2016 through August 2016 for between $25 and $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled hammock cinch
buckles and contact Wildhorn. Wildhorn will ship out replacement buckles free of charge
and will provide a prepaid envelope for consumers to return the recalled buckles.

Glion Electric Scooters
Hazard: The frame of the scooter can break
where the unit folds, posing a fall hazard.
These scooters were sold online from
September 2014 to September 2015 for
between $380 and $550.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled electric scooters and
contact Probity Cell for a free repair or a store credit toward the purchase of another
product.

Breezer and Fuji Bicycles
Hazard: The top clamp of the seat post can crack,
posing a fall hazard to the user.
This recall involves Advanced Sports International’s
2017 model year Breezer and Fuji bicycles. The
aluminum bicycles come in a variety of colors. The
seatposts are silver or black. The model name is
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printed on the frame of the bicycle. Recalled models include: Absolute 1.3 Disc,
Absolute 1.7 Disc, Absolute 1.7 Disc ST, Absolute 2.1, Addy 27.5 1.3, Addy 27.5 1.5,
Addy 27.5 1.7, Nevada 27.5 1.5, Nevada 27.5 1.7, Nevada 27.5 1.9, Traverse 1.9 ST,
Police Special 29, Downtown 3 ST, Downtown 7+, Downtown 7+ ST, Downtown 8 and
Downtown 8 ST. These bicycles were sold at authorized Breezer and Fuji Bicycle
dealers from June 2016 through July 2016 for between $400 and $900.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop riding the bicycles and take their bicycle
to a local Breezer or Fuji Bicycles Dealer or contact Advanced Sports International for a
free replacement top seat clamp.

SmartPool PE 12 PoolEye Pool Alarms
Hazard: The ON/OFF activation switch on the pool alarm is
reversed, which can cause the alarm to fail to alert consumers
if a child enters the water.
This recall includes the PE12 PoolEye submersible swimming
pool alarms for aboveground pools. The submersible gray pool
alarm consists of two attached components, a sensor tube with
a float switch that is submerged under water and an audible sensor that is fixed to the
outside of the pool. The siren has an ON/OFF activation switch. PoolEye is printed on
the front of the siren. PE12 is printed on the manual and UPC code 628208165125 is
printed on the product’s packaging. These alarms were sold at Family Leisure, Pool and
Spa Depot and other authorized dealers and online at Amazon, Doheny Enterprise,
Target, Walmart and other websites from June 2016 through July 2016 for between $70
and $80. The alarms were also provided at no cost as part of a pool package.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact SmartPool for a free replacement
alarm. Always supervise children in and around water.

Polaris Ranger 900 Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: The heat shield can fall off the vehicle,
posing fire and burn hazards to riders.
This recall involves all model year 2014 Polaris
Ranger XP 900, XP 900 EPS, and CREW 900
recreational off-highway vehicles (ROVs). The
recalled ROVs were sold in a variety of colors and
have either three or six seats and a rear box.
“Ranger” is printed on the rear box, and “900” is
printed on the hood of the ROVs. All 2014 Ranger
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900 models and Vehicle Identification Numbers (VINs) are included in this recall. To
check for recalled vehicles by VIN, visit www.polaris.com. These vehicles were sold at
Polaris dealers nationwide from April 2013 through June 2014 for between $13,200 and
$16,200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact
Polaris to schedule a free repair.

Polaris Recalls RZR XP Turbo Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: The vehicles' engine can overheat and turbo system’s drain tube can loosen,
posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves all model year 2016 Polaris RZR XP Turbo and RZR XP 4 Turbo
recreational off-highway vehicles. The ROVs were sold in blue, gray, orange and red
and have two or four seats and a rear box. “RZR” is printed on the rear box or on the
right and left rear fenders and “Turbo” on the
hood or on the right and left front fenders.
“Polaris” is stamped onto the front grill. All
model and Vehicle Identification Numbers
(VINs) are included in this recall. These
vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers
nationwide from August 2015 through July
2016 for between $25,000 and $27,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled ROVs and contact Polaris to
schedule a free repair. Consumers will receive an extended warranty on each repaired
RZR Turbo and a discount towards the purchase of a new vehicle.

SAHN Classic Bicycle Helmets
Hazard: The helmets do not comply with the impact requirements of the federal safety
standard for bicycle helmets, posing a risk of head injury.
This recall involves SAHN Classic SH523 adult bicycle
helmets. “SAHN” is printed on the outer shell of the helmet
on the right side. The production date and “SH-523
Classic” are printed on the white sticker label on the inside
of the helmet. The helmets come in matte and gloss
colors. Matte colors include black, white, blue, tan, grey,
green, cream and brown. Gloss colors include black,
white, blue, tan, cream and green. These helmets were
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sold at authorized boutique bicycle dealers from May 2013 through December 2015 for
about $130.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycle helmets and
contact SAHN Designs for a free replacement helmet.

Arctic Cat Side-by-Side Utility
Vehicles
Hazard: The throttle cable can stick and
prevent the throttle mechanism from
returning to an idle position upon release of
the throttle and cause the rider to lose
control, posing a crash hazard and risk of
injury.
These vehicles were sold at Arctic Cat
dealers nationwide from April 2015 through
July 2016 for between $14,500 and $16,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled side-by-sides and
contact an Arctic Cat dealer to schedule a free repair.

Kawasaki Mule Pro Side-by-Side Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: The front floor cover can be punctured by a foreign object, posing an injury
hazard to riders.
The recall involves 2015, 2016 and 2017 model year side-by-side recreational offhighway vehicles. The recalled models are 4-wheel side-by-side seating for three to six
people and automotive style controls. The vehicles come in various colors. The model
name is printed on the right and left front
fender. The vehicle identification number
(VIN) is located on the steel frame between
the right front lower A-arm mounts. These
vehicles were sold at Kawasaki dealers
nationwide from July 2014 through June 2016
for between $12,000 and $16,900.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately
stop using the recalled vehicles and contact
their local authorized Kawasaki dealer to
schedule a free repair.
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URBAN626 Electric Scooters
Hazard: The bolt below the seat can crack,
posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves all models of the URB-E
electric scooter. The foldable electric scooters
are aluminum and carbon fiber. They have two
wheels and came in black, gray or white.
These scooters were sold at URBAN626 stores
and online at amazon.com and URB-E.com from August 2015 through June 2016 for
between $1,500 and $2,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled units and contact
URBAN626 for a free repair kit. URBAN626 will reimburse consumers if they choose to
have a bike repair shop replace the bolt.

Crosman Rope Cocking Devices for Centerpoint Sniper 370
Crossbows
Hazard: Tabs on the hooks attaching the rope cocking device to the crossbow string
can bind as the device is pulled back, causing the hooks to break and the rope to recoil,
posing a risk of injury, including laceration.
This recall involves rope cocking devices shipped by Crosman Corporation with
Centerpoint Sniper 370 crossbows with serial numbers beginning with “015.” The serial
number is printed on the right side of the crossbow above the trigger. The Centerpoint
Sniper 370 crossbow has a camouflaged stock and measures 36.5 inches long. The
rope cocking device is a rope with a black plastic “T” shaped handle at each end. A pair
of black plastic tabbed hooks are connected to the rope. The rope cocking device
measures 45 inches from handle to handle. The words “CENTERPOINT” and “SNIPER
370” are printed on the crossbow’s frame. These crossbows were sold at Academy,
Cabela’s and other stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com, Crosman.com and
Sportsmansguide.com from December 2015 through June 2016 for about $350.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop
using the recalled rope cocking device and
contact Crosman to receive instructions on
returning it for a replacement rope cocking
device without tabs.
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Bring Your Adventure (BYA)
Sports Hammocks
Hazard: A weld on the ring of the
hammocks can fail, allowing the hammock
to pull free and fall while in use, posing a fall hazard to the user.
This recall involves BYA Sports Double Hammocks sold in blue or orange. The nylon
hammocks measure about 12 feet by 6.5 feet with an attached nylon stuff sack and
metal ring on the ends. The BYA logo is printed on the front of the stuff sack.
Hammocks with the following UPC bar codes printed on the back of the merchandising
card attached to the hammock are included in the recall: 7456112010186 (orange) and
7456112010193 (blue). The BYA logo and “DOUBLE HAMMOCK” is printed on the front
of the merchandising card. These hammocks were sold at Gander Mountain stores
nationwide and online from January 2015 through March 2016 for between $60 and
$75.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled hammocks and
contact BYA Sports for a free replacement hammock.

Xenith Football Helmets
Hazard: The shells of the football helmets can crack,
posing a risk of head injuries to football players.
These helmets were sold through team dealers and
direct school sales, and at BSN, Buddy’s All Stars,
Carey’s Sporting Goods, End Zone Sports and Sports,
Inc. and other stores nationwide and online from May
2015 through March 2016 for between $140 and $400.
Remedy: Football players should immediately stop using the recalled helmets. Players,
coaches and parents should contact Xenith to receive a free new replacement helmet.

Shocker RSX Paintball Markers/Guns
Hazard: The chamber part assembly can
unexpectedly eject from the rear of the
marker, posing a risk of injury to the user.
These paintball guns were sold at paintball
dealers and distributors nationwide and
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online from May 2015 to August 2016 for between $800 and $1,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled marker and properly
dispose of the blue chamber. Consumers can contact Shocker Paintball for a free
replacement high-flow chamber or an authorized dealer to have the free replacement
high-flow chamber installed at no charge.

John Deere High-Performance Gator Utility Vehicles
Hazard: The fuel hose could leak or separate when the fuel system is pressurized,
posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves John Deere HighPerformance Gator RSX860i TB and
RSX860i TE utility vehicles manufactured in
June 2016 with serial numbers beginning
with 1M0860T. The recalled utility vehicles
are four-wheel with side-by-side seating for
two people and have a green hood and
yellow rims. A complete list of serial
numbers included in this recall is on the
firm’s website. The model number is printed
on the hood and John Deere is printed on
the cargo box. The serial number is located on the frame at the rear of the machine
above the hitch. These vehicles were sold at John Deere dealers nationwide from June
2016 through July 2016 for between $12,300 and $14,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled utility vehicles and
contact a John Deere dealer for a free repair.
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Other Resources
Food and Drug Administration:
http://www.fda.gov/Safety/Recalls
Provides information on food,
pet food, drug and medical
equipment recalls.

U.S. Department of
Agriculture: www.usda.gov
Provides information about
meat and poultry recalls, food
security and health tips

Florida Department of Health:
http://www.floridahealth.gov/disease
s-and-conditions/food-andwaterborne-disease/florida-foodrecalls.html
Provides information about
meat, poultry and other recalls
that might affect Floridians

Better Business Bureau:
http://www.bbb.org/
Provides information on
legitimacy of charities and
other organizations
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